Atlanta Highlighted
In ease you are one of the many planning to
participate in the Georgia frolic this weekend, there
is a feature on Atlanta in this issue of The Tiger.
It can be found on page 6. If you drive, do so safely
and don't be a statistic to mar the weekend.
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New Physics Building Proposed In Campus Expansion
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Honors Rat Queen
iM

Department Sets January, 1961
For Physics Building Completion
By JOHN LONG
Tiger Staff Writer
The new physics building, a
phase of the extensive construction program at Clemson, is
scheduled to be completed by
January, 1961.
Dr. L. D. Huff, Head of the
Physics Department, stated during a seminar held last Tuesday
in the present physics building
that contractors will be notified
next wek concerning the bidding
ceremonies.
Speaking before the faculty
'of the department Dr. Huff said
he was very optomistic concerning the progress being

made toward the construction
ing a seminar held last Theursday
Last minute alterations in the
plans are being made as the physical plant and other college
construction departments review
the new building.
Baker and Gill, associates of
Florence, are the architects for
the new physics building. Joe
Young, associate professor of
Architecture at Clemson, is the
consulting architect.
Behind Long Hall
The structure will face north
approximately 120 feet behind
Long Hall. The dairy building,
which is now used for mathema-

tics classes, and the dairy bar will
probably be razed to allow construction.
The four-story building will
contain a minimum of class rooms
allowing more teaching to take
place in the lecture rooms which
will seat 140 students each.
A
mechanical
equipments
room, housing the air conditioning, heating and electrical units,
has been placed on the ground
floor.
Also on the ground level are
research labs for the faculty and
graduate student use. One the
fourth floor is an advanced optics work room and six dark

rooms for optics equipments or
photographic development.
Included in the 66,000 sq. footage the physics building will utilize are offices for the professors,
a library, 5 classrooms, conference rooms and 9 general laboratories.

Includes Planetorium
In addition are the Spitz planetorium, graduate student research rooms and laboratories for
advanced work, electrical work,
modern physics and nucleur physics.
Plans in the future include a
mathematics building to be constructed adjacent to the physics
department. The lecture rooms of
the physics building will also be
used by the mathematics department.
The present physics building
will very likely be occupied by
mathematics classes after the
Request Made
physics department moves into
R. C. Armstrong,
Assistant their new edifice, according to
Dean of Students, requested that Dr. Huff.
all club presidents check with him
Cost Undetermined
at his office on the second floor
The cost of the 300 foot buildof the Student Center to make
ing is yet undetermined since the
certain that all reports have been
contractors have not yet entered
turned in.
their bids for construction.
These reports, necessary for ofDr. Huff, during the recent
ficial recognition of the club, seminar, stated that the new
should be turned in immediately. physics building will provide better space for advance work. He
Bob Boles, chairman of Tigexpects the graduate program to
erama, urged all clubs to
greatly expand due to the greathelp in the preparation and
er facilities produced by the new
presentation of Tigerama. He
structure.
requested each club to form
Tigerama Committees to begin work on their projects.

By BECKY EPTING
Tiger Staff Writer
Rat Hop, scheduled for Oct. 9
and 10 with Kai Winding and the
Jungaleers and Tiger Tones providing music, promises to be one
of the hest dance week-ends held
here.
The Rat Queen is to be chosen
from the dates of the freshmen
who attend the Friday night
dance. Various merchants in
Clemson, Anderson and Grenille are donating gifts to be presented to the Queen and her date.
Gifts Given
Included among the gifts are
a meal for two from La Braska's
in Clemspn, a steak dinner for two
from the Towne House Restaurant in Anderson, a two pound
box of candy from L. C. Martin
Drug in Clemson, a wash job
from Campus Esso Station, Clemson, and a long-playing record
from Mary's Record Shop in
Greenville.
Also, cosmetics from Clemson
Drug Store In Clemson, bracelets from the Vogue Shop in
Anderson, a lubrication job
from Carter's Shell Station in

Council Of Club Presidents Elects
Whitaker, McCord And Brown
The chairman for the Council
of Club Presidents for the coming year will be Joe Whitaker
of Rock Hill. Joe was elected at
the Sept. 24 meeting of the Council. He is serving as the president of American Institute of
Electrical Engineers and Institute of Radio Engineers.
Mac McCord was fleeted

vice-chairman and Bob Brown
was elected secretary-treasurer.
Also, a constitutional committee
was appointed to investigate the
possibilities of amending or rewriting the constitution. Members will be Pat Patterson, chairman, Jim Bragg and Corky Lee.

Freshmen Nominate Candidates For
Offices; Hold Elections October 6
The Freshmen Class nominated
26 persons to fill the nine offices
last Tuesday night.
Nominated for the office of president were: Joe Anderson, a Civil
Engineering major from Greenwood; Devar Burbage, an Electrical Engineering major from
Greenville; Stan "The Man" Keaton, an Agricultural Engineering
major from Abbeville; Tim Timmerman, an Applied Mathematics
major from Hartsville.
Those selected to run for vicepresident were: John Collins, a
Chemical
Engineering major
from Pageland; Lewis Dorrity,
an Electrical Engineering major from Charleston;
Paul
Goodson, an Architecture major
from Charlotte; Nick Mathis, an
Industrial Management major

Committee Gives
Parking Space
For Employees

from Chester.
Candidates running for secretary are: Forrest Dixon Jr., a
Textile Chemistry major from
Greer; Hugh Edmonds, an Electrical Engineering major from Anderson; Coleman Glaze, an Industrial Management major from
Charleston; Tommy Simpson, a
Forestry major from Winnsboro.

A schedule of club meeting
times was passed by the Council
to avoid conflict between organizations.

The original proposal, presented by Student Government, was
accepted after several other plans
had been investigated. The schedCandidates Are
ule was first passed, defeated on
Running for the position of treaa recount, and finally passed aftsurer; Thad Ellett, a Civil Enginer a motion to reconsider.
eering major from Charlotte; Robert Ellis, a Textile Chemistry maWill Meet
jor from Huntersville; John GrifThe council will meet within
fin, an Industrial Management
major from Six Mile; Larry Mur- the next two weeks for the elecdoch, a Chemical Engineering ma- tion of 20 representatives to Student Assembly.
jor from Abbeville.
Regular meetings have been
The ten freshmen nominated for
the five positions of class repre- scheduled for Oct. 29, Jan. 14,
sentative are: Jim Brabham, Pre- March 17 and May 12.
medicine major from Greenwood;
Bob Conrad, Industrial Management major from Aiken; and
Gene Crocker, Textile Chemistry
major from Enoree.

Also, Jim Covington, Civil EnThe College Parking Committee gineering major from Columhas announced that since the bia; Talmadge Hagder, Ceramconstruction on the dormitories ic Engineering major from Cohas reduced the number of park- lumbia; Hal Littleton, Textile
ing places behind the Dining Hall, Chemistry major from Harts50 spaces have been reserved in ville; and Richard Melton, InLot 1 for the employees.
dustrial
Management major
Also a son or daughter of a
from Charlotte, N. C.
staff member or college emAlso, Ray Sherbert of Woodruff,
ployee who drives their parent's Textile Chemistry major; Tommy
car Is asked by the committee Vaughan of Rock Hill, Mechanito park the car in its proper cal Engineering major; and Andy
place and walk to classes, as
(Continued on Page 6)
does the rest of the Student
Body.
This request, and the ban on
student driving their own cars,
is based on the fact that there
are 209 seniors's cars, 500 underclassmen's cars and 803 day student's cars presently registered on the campus.
Creates Danger
This large volume of traffic,
coupled with the pedestrain traffic, would result in a dangerous
condition.
The $2.00 registration fee for
automobiles is used for the maintainance and upkeep of parking
lots, painting signs, and a proposed erection of lights on the
lots.
Any student who removes one
of the parking signs is not stealing from the college, but from his
own fellow students, for the parking fee is used to replace these
signs.
Ronnie Crow, a student member of the committee, stated
Lt. Col. Skordon has recently
that he would be available at
joined the Army ROTC staff
any time to explain, discuss
as a professor in military tactics: A story is on page 3 of
and listen to students ideas
this issue of The Tiger.
concerning the founctions of
(Tiger photo by Alex McCorthe narking committee.
mack.)
(Continued on Page 6)

Joins Staff

Initiation Plans
Must Be Made

All clubs and organizations
planning to hold infromal initiations in the near future must
turn in a written report of the
proposed initiation proceedure to
Mr. R. C. Armstrong, Assistant
Dean of Student Affairs.
These reports must be in Mr
Armstrong's office by the Friday
preceeding the first day of initiations.

Cooksons Plan
Bridge Lessons
Bridge lessons for both beginning and intermediate players
will be offered at the Clemson
House in the near future. Colonel
and Mrs. Forrest Cookson of
Clemson will be the instructors.
The classes will be held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 4:00
p.m. until 6:30 p.m. The price for
the six-lesson course will be $5.00,
according to the Cooksons.
Bridge tournaments will be arranged from time to time. Intercollegiate bridge will be encouraged.
All interested person should fill
out blanks which will be available
from hall counselors today. Enter
the time most convenient and
whether the beginner's or intermediate course is desired. Return the signed blanks to Hall
Counselor or mail them to Apartment 432, Clemsn House.
Additional information may be
acquired from Bob Clark or Buddy Putman, both in room B-807.

Clemson, two boys' shirts, one
each from Abbott's Men Shop
in Clemson and Langhridge's
Men Shop in Anderson and
three tigers, one each from the
Collge Canteen in Clemson
Judge Keller's in Clemson, and
Hoke Sloan's in Clemson.
Last year's Rat Queen, Miss
Nancy Bonnette of North was the
first Clemson co-ed to be selected
as Rat Queen. Nancy is a sophomore Architectural student.
From Denmark
Kai Winding will play for the
Saturday night informal dance.

Winding is famous for his Columbia recording of "The Trombone
Sound." He is originally from
Denmark.
The formal Friday night dance
will feature the Jungaleers and
Tiger Tones, both Clemson student groups.
The Jungaleers, a student
band, have been featured at
many fraternity and sorority
functions ..throughout ..the
South. The band plays contemporary popular music, straight
jazz, and dance music. They
have played at the Poinsett Ho-

Arnold Air Society To Send
Invitations To New Members
The Arnold Air Society, an organization for the A.F.R.O.T.C.
students of Clemson, will send cut
invitations to prospective members October 7. New members are
selected from the 2nd semester
freshmen, all sophomores, juniors,
and seniors.
Invitations will be sent by the
organization to all A.F.R.O.T.C.
students who meet certain eligibility requirements. All students
receiving an invitation are asked
to contact Johnny Simms, whether the invitation is accepted or declined.
On October 8, a special meeting
will be held for the students re-

ceiving the invitations. This meeting will be held to direct the students as to correct procedure for
the initiation period, which will be
held from October 12 through October 15.
The purpose of the Arnold Air
Society is to further the mission
of the
USAF by* encouraging
greater
teamwork,
technical
knowledge,
and
co-operation
among A.F.R.O.T.C. students.
Included in the staff of officers
heading the Arnold Air Society,
William M. Beaven squadron,
are: Kenneth E. Nichols, Squadron Commander; James H. Hill,
(Continued on Page 6)

tel in Greenville, the Bon Ah*
Hotel in Augusta, and the
Clemson House.
The Tiger Tones, a quartet of
Clemson students—Sammy Seastrunk, Johnny Ivester, Harold
Truluck, and Bill Hayes. The Tiger Tones have also appeared at
many college functions on Southern campuses.
The quartet has the ambition to
become one of the most popular
southern college quartets. They
have been contacted by several
recordings companies and are
waiting for just the right "song"
before they release a recording.
Made Appearances
Within the last year, they hav«
appeared at Mercer and Wesleyan
Universities in Macon, The South
Carolina General Assembly, and
the Rat Hop and Spring Dance
at Clemson. They also appeared
often at South Carolina colleges.
The Friday night dance will
last from 9:00 p.m. until 1:00 a.m.
and the Saturday night dance
will last from 8:00 p.m. until midnight. Both dances will be held
in the Dining Hall.
A block ticket for both nights
of the Rat Hop costs $6.00. A
ticket for Friday only is $3.50,
and one for Saturday only is
$4.00.
Freshmen are reminded by the
CDA to arrive slightly early for
the Friday night dance to insure,
that their date will have a chance
to compete for Rat Queen. The
date of any freshman is eligible.

College Placement Annual
Presents Job Opportunities

The new edition of the College engineers of various types.
terview do's and don'ts, and trainPlacement Annual, now being reMechanical engineers, for the ing programs. Others offer help
leased by Mr. D. E. Hughes, Di- third year in a row, will be the in self-analysis, making job derector of Student Aid and Place- most popular. There are some cisions, and ways to use the placement, shows for 1959-60 greater 800 companies with openings ment bureau, as well as a speciopportunities for more people in for them. The twin specialities al article offering advice to workmore varied fields than ever be- of electrical and electronic en- ing women.
fore. .
• gineering are- second. Third
most desirable will be the cheCopies Available
mist.
Fields with futures are selling,
The Annual, an official, nonprofit publication, lists job oppor- accounting, chemical engineering,
tunities made available by more and business administration.
Examining the openings and
than 1,700 participating companies. Clemson is one of nearly opportunities for women gradu600 colleges
and
universities ates, the Annual contains a spethroughout the United States and cial listing of those firms which
Canada where it is being distri- offer professional employment
Readings for the first Little
buted. Copies for personal or ref- to women. The job opportuni- Theatre play of the season, "The
ties range from accounting to Spider's Web," will be held at the
erence use are available now.
In 1959-60 engineers will find aerodynamics and aero engi- YMCA on Monday, Oct. 5 at 8:00
themselves
most in demand neering and from probation work p.m. The play, a mystery by Agamong the recruiters. Close
to to land law examination to den- atha Christie, will be presented
two-thirds of the companies listed tistry.
Nov. 5, 6 and 7. The director is
Articles in the opening section Bob Ware and the student proCeramics Engineering,
Colum- in the Annual are interested in
hiring
some
type
of
engineer,
and
of
the
annual
give
tips
on
all
bia.
ducer is Gilbert Parker.
Also W. Phil Kennedy, Arts cumulative totals show more aspects of recruiting and job-huntThree other plays will be preand Sciences, Manning; Kenneth than 3,600 company openings for [ing, including writing resumes, in- sented during the year. Sched-

Little Theatre's
First Production
fo Open Nov. 5

Junior CDA Members
Announced For *59-60

The junior members of the CDA
for this year are as follows: Angus W. McGregor, Arts and Sciences, Hopkins John N. Sims,
Arts and Sciences. Greenville Powell, Industrial Management,
Jerry T. Fuller, Mechanical Engi- Greenwood; Henry W. Asbill,
neering, Columbia Mitch Wells, Arts and
Sciences.
Greenville Rick H. Ivester, Textile
Management, Newberry.
Also Dick Harvin, Mechanical
Engineering, Hartville; David
Rodgers, Textile Management,
Georgetown; Charles E. Westbury, Architecture, Georgetown;
Co-eds are reminded by Frank Charles S. McLaurin, Agronomy,
Sutherland, chairman of the Miss McColl; Alwyn K. Brown, CeramTigerama committee, the the ics Engineering, Columbia. Also
deadline for the entry in the Miss Rhett Sanders, Industrial ManTigerama contest is noon tomor- agement, Greenwood; Charles E.
Corley, Pre-Medicine, Lexingrow.
Letters were mailed Wednesday ton; George Johnson, Industrial
to all co-eds inviting them to par- Management, Greenwood.
CDA members are selected
ticipate in the contest. Any coed not receiving a letter should on the basis of interest in the
see Mrs. Albert in the Student Af- CDA, leadership on campus
and high academic standards.
fairs Office immediately.
Publicity Chmm. Frank EskInterviews are being held Mondays and Fridays in the Visitor's kridge said that the junior memLounge. Finalists will be an- bers are the workhorses of the
nounced some time next week.
CDA. Painting banners and sellElections will be held Oct. 15, ing .tickets are among' the printo select the Queen and her four cipal duties of the junior memattendants.
bers.

Contest Entries
Due Saturday
For Tigerama

Hall Counselors Elect Officers For
First Time In History Of Clemson
The Hall Counselors, for the
first time in history of Clemson
have elected officers in order to
form into a more closely knit
group so that there might be better coordination and organization
between the counselors.
The president of the group is
Mose Macfie of Brevard, N. C,
the vice president, Ed Maddox of
Spartanburg, and as secretary,
Mac McCord, Hodges.
The Board of Counselors, which
is to be composed of counselors

throughout the dormitories, will be
elected some time in the future.
The Board and the officers will
serve as a link between the students and the administration. Also, the organization will serve as
a control body for making suggestions to the administration concerning dormitory controls.
The constitution will be drawn
up by the officers and the Board
of Counselors with the assistance
of Mr. Armstrong and Mr. Rimmer.

Counselors Elect Officers

Dean Sams Announces Ten New Faculty
Members For School Of Engineering
Dean J. H. Sams of the School
of Engineering has announced ten
new faculty members for this
school year. This number includes three in new positions.
Fill Positions
Filling the new positions of Assistant Professor in Chemical
Engineering and two instructors
in Electrical Engineering are William D. Baasel, John P. Hughey,
Jr. and P. N. Marinos, respectivly.
Baasel graduated from Northwestern University in 1954 and received his M. S. from the same
university in 1956. He has graduate credit at Cornell toward the
Ph. D. degree and has also
taught four years at Cornell.
A 1959 Clemson graduate,
Hughey has previously served
as a laboratory assistant in the
physics department.
Marinos is also a 1959 Clemson
graduate, receiving his degree in
January.
Nfew instructor in drawing

and design are Walter B. Clement and Samuel C. Gambrell,
Jr. Clement received his B. S.
degree from Clemson in 1959.
Gambrell formerly taught guided misselry at Fort Bliss, Texas. He is a 1957 Clemson graduate.
Joining the Electrical Engineering Department as assistant professor is James E. Brittain. Brittain received his B. S. from Clemson in 1957 and his M. S. at the
University of Tennessee in 1958.
He served for four years as radar
and ECM instructor with the Air
Force.
Instructs M E Courses
Walter E. Castro, new instructor in Mechanical Engineering received the A. S. from Delhi A&T
Institute in 1954 and the B. S.
|from Indiana Technical College.
I He has previously taught at Indii ana Technical College.
Two transfers to the School of
Engineering have also been made.

Tom P. Reid has transferred from
the Agricultural Engineering Department to instructor in Industrial Engineering. He is a 1955 Clemson graduate. L. H. Jameson has
joined drawing and design, leaving the School of Textiles. He received his B. S. from Clemson in
1942 and his M. S. from North
Carolina State College in 1952.
L. C. Adams has been announced as Director of Engineering Experiment Station. Mr.
Adams has returned from Academic Leave. He received the
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering from Clemson in 1943, the
M. S. from Oklahoma A&M
College in 1950 and the Ph. D.
from the University of Florida
in 1956.
Everett Laitala has previously
been announced as Head of Industrial Engineering Department.
Laitala received his BSME from
the University of Minnesota in
1934, his M. S. in 1937 and his M.
j E. in 1945, bo* from the Uni| versity of Minnesota also.

uled for Feb. 7 and 8 during Religious Emphasis Week is "The
Lark," to be directed by Ann
Bond and produced by Agnes
Thurston.
The other two plays are scheduled for Dec. 10, 11, and 12, and I
Apr. 7, 8, and 9. These will be
selected later.
Dr. Gilbert Miller, President of I
the Little Theatre, has requested
that those who are interested in |
directing or producing a play submit their names and the name of I
the play to him. His address is|
111 Parkway Drive, and his telephone number, OL 4-2553.
Tickets On Sale
Clemson Little Theatre season I
tickets went on sale yesterday.!
Adult membership tickets arej
$2.50 and tickets for students, stu-l
dents' wives, and children are I
$1.00. Mrs. Denere Anderson and|
Mrs. Sue Smith are in charge.
Mrs. Anderson can be reached I
at 27-A Martin Street, telephone,!
OL 4-5656. Mrs. Smith's address isj
200 Seneca Road
and her tele-|
phone number is OL 4-2279.
Jim Dondero, Student Ticketl
Chairman, can be reached atl
Room B-818 in the Student dormi-[
tories, telephone number 4-9173.

Eligible Seniors
Can Order Rings|

Last Monday night dormitory hall counselors met and formed
an organization for the first time in Clemson College history.
The officers elected to lead this group are, left to right, Mac
McCord, secretary; Mose MacFie, president;,.and Ed Maddox,
vice-president. (Tiger photo by J. W. Beam)

Candiates for January graduation will be able to order j
rings from the L. C. Martin
Drug Company by October 15.
The Registrar's Office will send |
a list to the drug store on or before that date of those eligible |
to purchase rings.
The College policy one thel
purchase of rings, as approved I
by the Board of Trustees, is I
that no student shall be author- I
ized to purchase a ring until he I
reaches the second semester of I
his senior year and then on I
condition that he is in line for I
graduation at the close of that]
semester.
Prospective January graduates are urged to complete I
their applications, including!
any required substitutions, inl
order that their names nyiy be|
included on that 11**
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EDITORIALS

LET'S TALK IT OVER
\

Closed Library On Weekends Prevents Students
From Utilizing Valuable Time For Studies
This past fall, as we all know, the administration passed a parking regulation against freshmen haying cars on
campus. This restriction was passed after
a heated argument last semester in which
no actual solution was reached due to the
fact that neither side attended the meeting with an open mind. But this was last
semester and we do not wish to reminisce
on this subject at this time.
Nevertheless, the restriction against
freshmen having cars was passed before
the end of last semester and put into effect this fall. We whole-heartedly agree
with the administration, because the
campus had become over-run with automobiles, plus the fact that the majority
of the freshmen have not yet settled
down to college life after their wild high
school days.
But this is not the main topic of discussion this week. Rather, we would like
to ask why the library closes early Saturday afternoon and does not open up
until the middle of Sunday afternoon.
This, in our opinion, partially defeats one
of the points of the new restriction, that
being to keep students on campus over
the weekends.
Most of the freshmen have classes
Saturday morning, and when they are
through eating lunch and walk over to
the library they find that at the most
they have only one hour to work there.
What can they accomplish in one hour?
1'hey come to the immediate conclusion
that the answer to this question is "nothing." So they return to the dormitories to
try and find something to occupy their
time for the weekend, knowing that the
library will not open until sometime
Sunday afternoon.
*" Thus, one of the purposes of the regulation forbidding freshmen to have cars
on campus has been defeated now that
he has retired to the "bumming line" to
try and find a ride to some distance
place, probably not intending to return
until late Sunday afternoon.

We would like to offer this suggestion
to the library officials, that they leave
their doors open until 10:30 Saturday
evening and open them at one Sunday
afternoon. This would allow students to
study, read reference books, work on
term papers, etc. Saturday and Sunday.
This would then tend to keep students on
campus during the weekend, knowing
that it would be possible to complette
some of their work that requires the use
of the material in the library.
We realize that the library may be
short-handed and may not have enough
employees to keep their doors open on
the weekend. But here, we would ask
another question. Is it not the concern of
the various facilities here- at Clemson
that they make themselves available to
students at all times? Should they deprive a student of the possibility of
"catching up" on a weekend? Everyone
tends to procrastinate and try to complete papers at the last minute. But here
he finds himself without a chance to complete the paper because he is unable to
use the necessary reference material.
Should any of the facilities of Clemson
deprive him of this "last" chance?
While we are on the subject of the library, we would like to suggest that someone back a movement for the expansion
of the present library or the construction
of a new one. Our present library is not
Yes Sir, Boss, I'ze Da Official
sufficient to serve a growing and greater
Clemson. It does not have a large enough
What Size Hole Doez You
staff and not near the amount of reference matter needed to fully satisfy the
ANALYTICAL APPROACH
needs of the students. Also, the present
building is not adequate for expansion.
The lack of a top ranking library at
Clemson is a black spot on our fine educational facilities. Our over-all scholastic
rating can be hindered by this inadequacy. Clemson is growing, both in schoBy BUCK DEATON
in hopes of being able to place
lastic recognition and student body and,
To you, the members of the the ballot boxes on the loggia
in our opinion, one of the greatest defi- freshman class, Tuesday, Oct. 6, for the approaching election.
ciencies on campus is the lack of library should be a "red letter" day on With this added convenience,
calendar for this is the time there should be no real problem
appropriate for the present day Clemson. your
that you are given the privilege confronting even a . slothful

On the front page of The Tiger appears
a picture of the new Physics Building
I which will be completed by January '61
j according to the latest information. For
many years the Physics Department has
been deprived of the space and equipment to adequately train graduates in this
I field.
Physics is one of the most important
I fields of study since the recent development of the atom-bomb and guided misIsles. Although few people realize the
•fact, some of the nations' most qualified
I teachers in this field can be found in the

Physics Building. But they never have
been given the opportunity to fully utilize their knowledge due to the fact that
they lacked the necessary equipment.
We applaude the administration for
their efforts in obtaining this new building. We also hope that in the near future
the proposed mathematics annex can be
added. This is but one step of many planned steps for a better and greater growing Clemson—the thanks going to an administration that is looking ahead as well
as and to the immediate needs of Clemson, a name that is growing in prominence in the nations' scholastic circles.

Responsibility Dictates Interest In Elections
One of our columnists went into great
Idetail on the reasons why too few stuJdents take an active interest in the elections of those who will be their leaders.
?hey were either too busy, forgot about
etc. There are many reasons that are
full of holes.
Perhaps there is one that many of us
fail to recognize. One word will suffice
p clearly explain this reason — RESPONSIBILITY. Democratic government
as established on this principle. Our
ected officers are responsible to the
3ople for their actions, and, in turn, we
[re responsible to see that those elected
pre the best qualified for the position.
Je are responsible to elect those that
Ivill use discretion in making the correct
decision at all times.
When the people lose faith in their
kovernment because they did not take
tnough interest to go to the polls for a
lew minutes to cast their vote for those

The
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that they felt would best exercise the
powers of that office, then democratic
government "of the people, by the people
and for the people" will decay and crumble into dictatorship or anarchy.
This may sound trivial to the average
student at Clemson since student government may not seem very important, however, student government at Clemson
stands for the students and is the representative of the students in the face of
the public.
This is not the main reason that we
must develop this sense of responsibility
tc vote while in college. When we leave
college we will be in a society that is
governed by representation. From the
smallest part of our government to Washington we elect those that will best fill
the positions of our governmental institution. Will we still fail to recognize this
responsibility when we graduate? There
is an old saying that says "you can't teach
an old dog new tricks."
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By BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor
The recent issue of Parade Magazine which is published weekly along with the Sunday Greenville News
contains an article about the nation's poorest-run organizations: the colleges. This article refers primarily
to the financial lax which exists in so many institutions of higher learning.
This mismanagement of business
may be widespread, but it is most definitely NOT the case here at Clemson.
Clemson is part of a gigantic business
machine, which has endured and prospered through the years.
The average student is grossly unaware of the intricacies of handling the
finances of a college, especially a college
such as Clemson which operates extension services
throughout the state. Not only is the immediate Clemson operated, but many facets of Clemson little known
to the student are managed by the budget of which the
college is a part.
The vast budget under which Clemson is operated
is better than 11 1-2 million dollars annually. There
are five basic programs, and the college here is just one
of them.
The article to which we referred previously cites
examples of slipshod operations throughout the nation.
The question was posed: Should colleges be efficient?
Should education be sacrificed in order to operate "in
the black?"

Hole Maker.
Want?!!

Freshmen Urged To Participate
In Voting And Class Elections

Planned Physics Building Represents Progress
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what they intend to do if elected. The candidates themselves
offer an excellent opportunity
for this type of questioning as
they make their door to door
campaign. Ignorance of candidate's qualities is little excuse
to go to the poles and cast a voter.
The answers to the questions, for a potential voter remaining
ballot for the candidates of your
choice in the freshman class "why should I vote," are many dormant.
and varied. To begin, everyone
Going to the poles to cast your
elections.
It is a sin- should realize that it is not only ballot is of foremost importance,
cere desire of a privilege but a duty to vote, but one must also be careful to
members of the if for no other reason than that vote intelligently. A poorly cast
electoral com- the action of voting is an action vote can often be more disasmittee and oth- towards preserving American li- trous than not voting at all.
Class officers have a big responer interested berties and principles.
How we would squeal if the sibility; therefore, vote for the
people that a
repetition
of right to vote were suddenly de- candidate who will do the best
previous voting nied us. Those of us who regard job, not for a friend who lavj.
W trends will not this liberty so lightly would ishly hands out favors. Remem«*
Mm reoccur on Oct. most probably be the very same ber, your officers represent you
6. Throughout who protested the loudest, and are a reflection of your
tne past years at Clemson, a should this event come to past. judgement.
Then there are those few stusurprisingly small number of
On many occasions, a candifreshmen have turned out at dents who feel that their one date who is not actually the
the poles to vote on election vote is so insignificant that it choice of the majority goes into
day, usually less than one half matters not whether they jour- office. This is a product of lax
ney to the poles or use their free voting. If one ventures to the
of the entire class.
The negligent habit exists in time to take advantage of the pole with only a vague idea in
canteen facilities on election mind as to the candidate best
the upper-class election also;
however, of you freshmen form day.
suited for the position, the tenthe habit of good voting prac- ballots.
dency is to haphazardly choose
From another point of view, a name from the list. Often the
tices; they are likely to remain
with you throughout your col- some student religiously believe most striking name receives prelege career and probably in that if they do not know any of ferecne although there is a posthe candidates, the wisest ac- sibility that the same is lacking
post- graduate life also.
In order to determine why a tion is to remain away from the in ability. A thorough knowlarge majority of students do not poles so as to keep the standing ledge of all candidate's capabivote, I began asking questions. lines to a minimum and allow lities would eliminate this error.
Elections are not to be taken
While discussing the subject, those students who do know the
four different attitudes repeat- candidates to make the choice. lightly. They may decide whethThis type of student is to be er your class climbs to greatness
edly appeared.
There were answers such as, commended for his courtesy but or falls to mediocrity. For a
closing thought, it could be said
"It is too much trouble to questioned for his effort.
It is a simple matter to mere- that a well cast vote is actually
vote," and " I do not care who
wins the election, so why should ly approach those candidates an individual's way of declaring
whom you are not acquainted that, "I run the government;
I vote?"
In reference to the first state- with, and ask them why they the government does not run
ment, the electoral committee is are contending for ' office and me."

TALK OF THE TOWN

Desire To Learn For Sake
Of Training Lacks On Campus
By JUDY DELOACH
This week we would like to
discuss something we think vitally important to us on campus.
It concerns our attitudes toward our college life- especially
the academic of it.
The attitude
one has toward a thing is
a tremendous
factor in whether or not one
achieves
the
success he
wants. We
"■*■-■
can't pretend it
doesn't make
any difference
because it does. And right now,
our outlook toward our education is the thing of most importance.
Consider your attitude toward
your academic work. We seem
to find that here on campus the
desire to learn for the sake of
training the mind is extremely
lacking. More prevalent is the
idea of studying for only grade
points or to pass or just enough
to get by on.
Deep down we know this is
not right. The purpose of an
education is to me, to train and
develop the mind^nd to prepare
us for a life's work, This can-

not be done unless we put forth
no little effort, or are at least
willing to try.
A frequent question heard by
some
exasperated professor
about a course is "What good
will it do me?" We admit it is
sometimes hard to try to learn
something that we will seemingly never have any use for. But
the good of knowledge does not
have to be measured by whether
or not we use a fact in everyday life.
This fact may be the stepping
stone to something more complex; it more often than not is
a factor or process that aids in
training the mind in clear and
orderly thinking. What could be
more useful than that?
Still, to some, training the
mind is no valid reason for
learning something. They have
to be able to see that a certain
course will benefit them in suchand-such a way, some concrete way. So this person tends
to try to get out of whatever
possible to do things in a
half-way, slip-shod manner.
We know perfectly well when
we are doing this. It usually
boils down to a matter of time.
We simply do not take the time
to do a decent job of preparing
a lesson or studying for a quiz.
Just enough to warrant a passing grade, enough to get by on.

Clemson College Possesses
Apt Financial Management

Don't you agree this is a sad
state? And the manner of
changing or the ability to
change lies only within the
individual. We just have to personally decide that we want to
make the most of the educational opportunities made
available to us and to make
our four years' schooling worth
the time and money being put
on it for us.
This time shouldn't be wasted,
academically speaking. It cannot fail to help us become intelligent, level-headed individuals, capable of doing what is
expected of us in adult life.
It seems only logical that a
student do things to the best of
his ability, barring any unforeseen complications. No matter
how little or great it may be no
man can be condemned for doing his best. After all, why are
we given a certain amount of
ability if not to use it?
One last question that we have
been puzzling over for quite a
while now: why do professors
keep a class three to five minutes overtime when a student
has a good ten or twelve minute
walk to the next class and need
every second of that time to be
prompt? It must be the same
reason that they give quizes the
Monday morning after dance
weekends, whatever that is.

The article tells of a large university in the Northeast which had two fully staffed employment offices
bidding against each other for personnel—at different
wage rates.
Another example of mismanagement is related: a
church-related college in the South actually had more
classes than students; it forced professors into a twicenormal load. Some of its best men quit, and it could
therefore attract only low-quality replacements.
Other examples of neglect and ignorance regarding
housing expenditures, parking, feeding, etc., were cited.
Some colleges were blamed for not utilizing their housing capacity to the fullest, while adding more living
spaces.
Clemson certainly utilizes every livable space;
some rooms have too many students for comfort in
them. Our dining hall, parking lots, and lounges are
practically filled to capacity, thus disproving the belief
of any mismanagement along those lines.
The article does offer two remedies, however, to
improve efficiency: 1) colleges should start defining—
and limiting—what they are trying to do, and 2) they
should improve the present facilities they now have.
We are fortunate to be a part of an expanding and
efficient business network. The administrators of
Clemson's funds are doing an excellent job. We are
confident that they will continue to do so.
With the onslaught of college students coming in
the next decade and the increase in expenditures, our
financiers may need more than support from various
taxpayers and allotments from the state legislature.
We should, therefore, never scoff at or belittle any
bona fide grants which are given to Clemson. We have
been the recipients of some very generous grants in the
last few years, and for those, or any others we may
receive in the future, we should be grateful.
A final way is listed to improve conditions in colleges today. The author suggests that the authorities
"consider new methods, to explore, to innovate." The
idea that some colleges study their curricula, in order
to eliminate those courses which are not pertinent to
advanced education and to add those courses so needed
for a complete college education.

Library Should Stay Open On Weekends
Beginning this year, the freshmen are not allowed
to keep cars on the Clemson campus. This rule was
passed last year with the hopes that this would keep
the new students on campus, with the hope of their
studying more and gallivanting less. If this is to be
the case, it seems that one important item has been
forgotten.
The Clemson College library, an ideal place to
study and ponder through over the weekend, closes its
doors early Saturday afternoons thus preventing anyone who so desires to use its facilities. The library
does not open again until 2 P.M. Sunday afternoons.
Much of this time could be and should be utilized by
persons remaining on the campus over the weekend.
Oftentimes, during the week, a student can not get
over to the library prior to 8 P.M. Since the library
closes two hours thereafter, the student wishing more
time is thus "shut-out."
This seems to the writer a very real problem and
one that should be studied in the future. There are
probably persons capable of operating the library on
Saturday evenings who could benefit as well as those
persons so desiring to visit the library for scholastic
reasons.

Freshmen Urged To Support Candidates
Freshman class nominations were held this past
Tuesday; elections are to be this coming Tuesday. All
you freshmen should make it a point to support the
candidate of your choice. The officers you elect are to
represent you in all school functions, and are to express
the opinions of your class as a whole.
These officers will be liable to you, and should be
the men best qualified for the position and not just a
good friend. Be sure to turn out and support the candidates of your choice. The officers you choose this year
may very well be the leaders four years from now..
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MARTY AND HAROLD

Exclusive Label Features
Varied Classical Selections
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
Taking the axiom which states,
"The first and most important
component of a High Fidelity
Stereophonic phonograph system
is the phonograph record", for a
guide, the Audio Fidelity Company has set out to produce the
first records available anywhere
at any price with its "First Component" series.
This exclusive label records
only classical music of the very
highest quality, and Audio Fidelity does not recommend the
purchase of these records unless your equipment is of the
first rank.
The first album in this new series is a stereo test record, FCS
50,000. Selling for $6.95, as does
the rest of the series, this album
is truly a stereo masterpiece. All
selections are performed by the

By SAMMY SEASTRUNK
Tiger Feature Writer
Dean Cox's office has always
been a place of welcome to Clemson students. Perhaps we have
all wondered about the new secretary to Dean Cox who greets
us each time we enter the office.
The charming young lady sitting
behind the desk is Mrs. Kay Mathews of Barnwell.
Kay replaces Betty Gibson, the
secretary in the Student Affairs

In Collegiate Fashion

Continental Mode
In Men's Clothing
To Predominate
By BILL GRINDLEY
Tiger Feature Writer
Never
before has
there
been so much interest, excitement, and controversy over men's
clothing. The American male has
been constantly changing the color and style of his clothes since
the introduction of the more sober styles in the mid 50's.
Brown Prevails
This year the motif is the continental shape and the color will
be burnished brown. The continental shape is just the generic
term for that special mood of
sophistication
that
prevails
throughout this year's wardrobe.
Burnished brown is no more than
a true brown burnished with
shades of amber.
The continental shape slightly
broadens the shoulder, suppresses the waist, cuts away the front
of the jacket, and shortens the
length of the jacket to give the
wearer the look-of-height? The
trouser is slimmer and worn cuffless, slightly skimming the shoe
top. The entire effect is one of
slimness and height.
This
year
the
change
is back to brown. This is
certainly not the drab brown
N
of yesteryear. Brown has
been combined with brown
threads, black threads, and
golden
threads.
Burnished brown is highlighted by
bronze, green, brass, or a
combination of these colors.
Accessories for '60 lines are
varied. Anything from shoes to
hats accent the deep tones and
sHm lines of this year's style.
Shoes To Match
Shoes will match the suit this
year. Rich styles with vintage
names — Oak, Cordovan, Havana
Leaf, Burgundy and Coffee Bean
— lead men's styles in shoes.
The new formal cast of the dark
browns is also everywhere emphasized by black. Brown with
(Continued on Page 6)

Wafkins Joins
Campus AFROTC
Master Sargeant Paul M. Watkins has been appointed Detachment Sergeant Major in the
AFROTC program at Clemson.
M/Sgt. Watkins was assigned to
Headquarters Air Force ROTC
at Maxwell Air Force Base, prior
to reporting to Clemson.
Watkins, from Bartow, Georgia,
and a graduate of Bartow High
School in 1944, served with the
40th Infantry Division during
World War H in the Phillipines.
Following occupation duty in
Korea, he enlisted in the Air
Force and was stationed in
France. He now resides with his
wife, Louise, and two children on
Greenville Road in Clemson.
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Edited School Paper
Mrs. Mathews graduated from
Barnwell High School where she
proved to be one of the foremost
students of her class. During her
years at Barnwell High, Kay was
an active member of the Junior
Homemakers Association, editor
of the War Horse, the student
newspaper, and served as secretary-treasurer of her senior class.
Kay is an ardent sports fan,
and her interest in sports is not
merely confined to the bleachers.
From 1954 to 1958 she played on
the girls' basketball team. Her
senior year had its glamour also. Kay was elected May Queen
and was also awarded a senior
superlative in the Barnwell yearbook.
In 1958 Kay entered Palmer
College in Augusta, Ga.. where
she majored in commerce.
While at Palmer she was assistant editor of the Palmer
Highlight. This position kept
Kay quite busy during her
freshman year, yet she still
found time for her secondary
Interest, photography. Among
her other interests, especially
after her marriage, cooking
and sewing predominate.
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By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Writer
What does one expect the Chairman of the Senior Council to be
like? He must be one who has a
discerning mind and speaks with
conviction and decisiveness. He
must be aware of the responsibility that has been placed upon
his shoulders.
This person is T. G. Hanner, of
Columbia. He is a graduate of

Popular Albums
Turning now to the popular albums scene, we find that there
are so many "good" new records
being released that next week it
will be necessary to devote the
entire column to them, but for
this time the following duo will
provide a fair sampling.
18» Strings and Joni, MGM, E
3755; Joni James' newest is just
the album for leisurely listening
with pensive thoughts. Recorded
in England, this release is definitely one of the best that Joni has
ever made. Such songs as "Imagination", "Body and Soul", and
"To Young", carry out the theme
of this album which is music that
is not rushed, but just the kind to
hear without ever tiring.
Roy Hamilton's latest album for
Epic is entitled Come Out Swingin', and that's exactly what Roy
does in twelve songs known for
their rhythmic quality.
Included are "Great Day", "Get
Happy", and "Hallelujah". These
performances are really tops in
all ways, especially if you happen to be a Hamilton fan, and
good listening if you're not.

ACROSS

DOWN

Dreher High School and is majoring in Pre-Med. In preparation for his present position, T.
G. had to have been in campus
activities, so that he might come
to know what to expect of the
Clemson Man.
Active on Campos
He has been a member of the
Y. M. C. A. Councils during his
four years at Clemson. He is a
member of Sigma Tau Epsilon,

Campus Character

m

T. G. HANNER

Local Bridge Club Urges All
Interested Citizens To Join

Learn By Playing
"The best way to learn bridge
is to play duplicate; it develops
the memory. One learns an awful
lot from his mistakes. If people
knew more about bridge, they
would certainly enjoy coming up
on Monday nights," Mrs. Cookson
said.
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One cannot really say whether
this year's Senior Council will be,
or is, fairer than any other for
there are too many extraneous
factors, but one can come to understand the reasons for their decisions on the cases that will come
before them, by finding the general attitude of the chairman.
Purpose to Discipline
T. G. Believes that the purpose
of the Senior Council, as well as
the law, is not to punish or harm
but to discipline so as to teach
the individual to distinguish between what is socially acceptable

By RONNIE HILLHOUSE
One of the highlights of his
Tiger Feature Writer
career came in 1953 when he
One of the new faces on the served two years as an instrucClemson campus this year is that tor at the Fort Benning Infanof Lt. Colonel B. N. Skordon; U.
try school in the Tactical DeS. Army, Infantry. Skordon, a
Clemson graduate, will serve a partment. Recently, Colonel
three-year term here as Assistant Skordon completed a three-year
P.M.S. and T.
tour of Germany,

m^Mmmm>^»m$i»m

founded in 1953. The late Dr. J.
P. Brewster was instrumental
in starting the club. The present
officers are: Walter Wilson of
Pendleton, president; Mrs. A.
B. Calhoun of Anderson, vicepresident; Col. Forrest Cookson, of
Clemson,
treasurer;
Mrs. Forrest Cookson, secretary.
According to Mrs. Cookson, anyone is welcome to come up and
try his luck and skill with the
members. All one has to do to
join is attend eight meetings out
of 12 on which master points are
given.

Presbyterian Students Association, Council of Club Presidents,
President of Delta Sigma Nu, the
Pre-Med fraternity, and after
graduation, plans to attend the S.
C. Medical College in Charleston.
As some of you may have
noticed, there has been a
change made in the reading of
sentences in the dining hall.
They are now given a number,
instead of having the students
name read. The reason for this
is because "We are concerned
mainly with the act the student
committed, rather than who did
the action."

Colonel Skordon To Serve
3 Year Term As Professor

" T» mmii i'

KROSSWORD

1. Trojan school
1. With a sub,
they're out
4. What she applies
of town
when it's gone
2. Fly talk
far enough
3.
Those who
9. Past tense
appreciate
of meet
Menthol
12. Crew-type
Magic
letter?
4. Coeds who've
13. Dame who
made it
gets around
5. Sad French
14. Eggs
streets
15. No literary
6. Short morning
type, he
7.
What
to change
17. Underworld
to when your
god of Egypt
throat
tells you
19. They're thicker
8. Gaelic part
than squares
of herself
20. Talks flatly
9. With Kools,
21. It follows Bee
all day long
22. Half the Army
you're
23. Belts below
10. Live backward;
the belt
it's no good
25. Famed fiddler
11. Russian news
28. Abbreviated
agency
absence
16
Canal.
29. Not many
Germany
30. Sueh eaters
18. Russian John
forget more than 23. This season
their manners
24. Bit of a blow
33. Speeialized
to the band
cereal
26. You need a
34. A Xoel Is *
| change: Kools!
backward girl
27. Possesses
35. Electric
31. LesEtats
wrigglers
32.
A kind of
36. Wire measures
sausage
38. They're given
33. With no springs,
by 15 Across
for flowers
40. There are two
or dams
for it on
87.
Song for
Broadway
the birds
42. Edible dolls
38. God of Ingrld's
45. It's human to
ancestors
46. Kools have
S 9. Thrown by
Menthol
.
cubists
40. Keep in stitches
48. Everyone's
first girl
41. Period of time
49. Has been
43. Zsa Zsa's
sister
50. Hole
44. But (Latin)
51. Beneficent
bill payer
47
West
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Senior Council Chairman Evaluates College Changes

At the completion of her freshman year, Kay was married to
By BOB CLARK
Harry Mathews, a pre-med junTiger Associate Editor
ior here at Clemson. To see HarEvery Monday night up at the
ry complete his medical studies Clemson House an ordent group
is Kay's sincerest desire.
of bridgeplayers assembles to try
their skill at one of the most fasWas Miss Barnwell
cinating and thought-provoking of
Beauty, along with an appeal- card games.
ing personality, has won Kay a
Meets Every Monday
place in many beauty contests
The Clemson- Anderson Duplithroughout South Carolina. In cate Bridge Club convenes at 7:45
1958 she was chosen Miss Barn- on Monday evenings in
the
well. She placed first runner-up Lounge of the "C" House. The loin the Miss Merry Christmas cal club is a subsidiary of the
beauty contest at Kingstree and American Contract Bridge League
was also first runner-up at the with headquarters in New York.
annual Tobacco festival at MulOnce a month, on master-point
lins.
night, players diligently strive to
The New York Times selected garner these much-desired points.
Kay as its weekly pledge for the The first Monday of the month is
Typical American Girl in March, set aside for giving of master
1958. Kay's modest congeniality points. On all other nights frachas certainly won the approval tional master points are given,
of Clemson. Girls with her merits according to the number of tables
shall always have an esteemed played.
place on the Clemson campus.
The local bridge club was
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Managed Tiger
Born in Louisiana, Colonel Skordon attended Clemson and was
graduated in 1938. While here,
Col. Skordon, a general science
major, was managing editor of
The Tiger, a member of Scabbard and Blade, C. D. A., and a
battalion commander.
His reflections on his years at
Clemson include memories of Harry Ashmore and George Chaplin, two of his friends who have
since become well known editors
of publications.

Entered Army
"Duplicates have
grown by
Upon his graduation, Col. Skorleaps and bounds over the last ten
years. There's practically one in don entered the Army and has
every town" added Mrs. Cookson. served in that capacity for twen
ty-one years. During this time he
The organization is non-profit; has been stationed in almost evthe dues assessed each member ery corner of the globe.
are for their own benefit. A fine
During World War n he servbanquet is held once a year for ed in the Phillipines, where he
those members who have attend- commanded a company of Philed eight recorded sessions.
lipine Army troops. His next
All persons interested in learn- overseas service was in 1951 when
ing duplicate are urged to c o m e he served as a staff officer in
Korea.
up any Monday night.

While there, he commanded a
battalion in the 85th Infantry
Regiment and for two years was
chief of the War Plans Division,
G-3 Section, VH Corps.
Col. Skordon is a graduate of
the Infantry School and the Command and General Staff College.
Praises Troops
In speaking of the U. S. units
in Germany, Col. Skordon said,
"I believe that combat troops of
the Seventh Army stationed
in
Germany are the finest trained
and most ready, both physically
and psychlogically, of any I have
ever seen. I think they are capable of handling any situation
with which they may be faced.
Their preparedness is so apparent that it seems almost tangible;
we may well be proud of them."
Col. Skordon is married to the
former Betsy Golder of Columbus, Georgia. Col. and Mrs. Skordon and their four children reside at 232 Riggs Drive. They are
members of the Holy Trinity Episcopal Church.

and unacceptable.
'Actually the Senior Council is
not like the civil or criminal court
in that we are concerned at getting at the facts so that a just
decision may be' made. We do
have lawyers, but they do not conceal facts or try to appeal to our
emotions so that they may win
their client's' case.
In much the same way that
the Senior- Council announces
its decisions about a student,
the faculty might, in somecases, announce their decisions
on a member of the faculty
upon whom they have rendered
a decision. This would serve
to dispel many of the illfounded rumors that are present in these situations."
As for the recent display of socalled "spirit" that was demonstrated by the Freshmen, T. G.
has these remarks. "You Freshmen, and needless to say you
upperclassmen, are supposedly
college students. You are at the
age that you must be able to
distinguish between right and
wrong.
Think Before Acting
It would help you Freshmen
considerably if you would think
before you carry out an impulsive act, because then you might
not have committed the act you
did."
It is when the student does not
display this ability that the Senior Council must use the authority that it does not like to use."
The Freshmen as well as the
upperclassmen might take heed
of T. G.'s advice for it is something one will need in college as
well as life.
"The
Freshman class elections will be coming up this
week, and it is your responsibility as members of this class
to participate and vote in the
nomination and election of those .
who will represent you."
It is only through such evaluations as T. G. has made that
Clemson may progress. No college can stay where it is. It must
either move forward through changes, or fall behind due to lack of
foresight.

NEW! INSTANT!
Just mix with cold water

At last! A breakfast drink
you can keep in your room
More vitamin C than orange juice. New instant TANG is the breakfast
drink you can keep right on your bookshelf—because TANG keeps anywhere without refrigeration.
Make as much as you want, whenever you want. Just mix with plain cold
water—nothing to squeeze, nothing to unfreeze.
Drink TAN6 every morning and get more vitamin C than orange or
grapefruit juice gives you. Plus vitamin A. Tastes real good, too.
Today's assignment: get TANG!
A product of General Foods Kitchens
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office, while Betty is on leave of
absence.

By Warnie
FIERCE ASM-ION"\

Virtuoso Symphony of London, Tchafkowsky's First Piano Conconducted by Arthur Winograd certo, in this their latest Columbia album, ML 5399.
and Alfred Wallenstein.
For his recording of this famous
classic, Mr. Ormandy has chosen
Samples Offered
This sampler contains selections piano virtuoso Eugene Istomin as
from the other thirteen albums in soloist. To these who have never
the series which include Marches heard of Mr. Istomin, let me refrom Operas, FCS 50,008; Tchai- fer you to his recording of Rachkowsky's Symphony VI, FCS 50,- mananoff's Second Piano Concer002; Russian Composer Master- to, ML 5103; for an example of
pieces, FCS 50,009; and Strauss his flawless playing. As the London Times so aptly stated, he is,
Waltzes, FCS 50,013.
To anyone who desires a stir- "A veritable lion of the piano."
ring performance in classical
Returning to the recording at
music, and can afford it, this
hand, the one thing that sets
is the series to buy. Both sound
this release equal to, or above,
and performance are superb,
the best-selling version of the
and I'm sure this series will be
same composition by Van Cliextended to a broader coverage
burn, is the Philadelphia Orof fine music in the near future.
chestra. The top-notch backing
The magnificent Philadelphia this orchestra gives Us soloist
Orchestra under the capable di- is much better than any other
rection of Eugene Ormandy turns of at least a dozen other verout a memorable performance of sions I've heard.
Either in brilliant stereo, or excellent monaural, this recording
is a must for the classical fan,
or anyone who enjoys good music.

Kay Malhews, Student's Wile, Adds
(harm To Student Affairs Office
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Situations and gag lines for our two campus characters
(above). Must relate to TANG. Will pay $25 for every entry used.

WANTED:

Address: TANG College Contest, Dept. GRM, Post Division, Battle
Creek, Michigan. (Entries must be postmarked beforeDec. 15,1959.)
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Two Top Gridiron Powers Clash On Tech's Grant Field

IVe Pick 'Em
BURNS

MILLER

Clemson over Gi. Tech

Clemson

Army over Illinois

Army

Army

SMU over Navy

SMU

UCLA over Pitt

UCLA

Syracuse over Maryland

Syracuse
Northwestern

Northwestern over Iowa

Northwestern
Missouri

Missouri over low* State
Mich. State over Michigan

Mich. State

Mich. State

Mich. State

Notre Dame over Purdue

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Oklahoma over Colorado

COSTAS

ANDERSON

PIGHEAD

Clemson
Army
Navy
UCLA
Syracuse
Northwestern
Missouri
Mich. State
Purdue
Oklahoma

Clemson
Army
SMU
UCLA
Syracuse
Northwestern
Missouri
Mich. State
Notre Dame
Colorado

Clemson
Illinois

Maryland
Iowa
Iowa State
Michigan
Purdue
Colorado

Vandy over Alabama
Rice over Duke
Florida

Florida ever Virginia

Rice

Rice

Florida

Virginia

LSU

LSU over Baylor

Baylor

Miami

Miami over Florida State
Georgia over South Carolina

S. Carolina

Miami

S. Carolina

Georgia

UNC

UNC over N. C. State
Tennessee over Mississippi State

Tennessee

Tennessee

Ole Miss over Memphis State

Ole M^s

Ole Miss

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

yrf&ke F$rei(t over Tulane

S. Carolina
UNC

N. C. State

Ole Miss

Ole Miss

Memphis State

Wake Forest

Wake Forest

Tulane

Tennessee
Wake Forest

Miss. State

Block "O Club To Initiate Eighteen Cubs;
New Method To Include Varied Cub Service
shoe shine kits everywhere they football games, which will be expected to be about $1.25.
go and render service to any headed by Eric Phillpot; the sellThe
new
initiates
will
ing of seats at the games head- include: from baseball — Ty
member desiring a shine.
ed by Walt Gibbons; and a Cline, Jim Roller, Tim Bry.
Only during class scheduled new project of selling lighters
ant, Dick Suggs, Dave Sprouse,
times, from 8 a. m. to 12 around the campus and at foot- Sammy Poe, Clayton Lowder,
noon, will Cubs not be expect- ball games, which will be run Reid
Blakeney, and Happ
Prank Carr; from tennis — Sonny
ed to render services to mem- by Doug Hoffman and
Sumner, Bob Burns, John
bers other than shines and Clarke.
carrying candy othewise, from
These cigaret lighters will have Knutt, and Jim Miller; from
any time after noon until 8:00 a Tiger pictured on one side along track—Jim Morehead, E. D.
a.m. the next morning the new with the word CLEMSON, and a George, and Richard Anderinitiates will be required to picture of Tillman hall on the son and from golf N. D. Darother. Though the price of the den, Buddy Grant and J. L.
serve members.
lighters has not been set, it is Murray.
The number of members will
be divided into groups with a Cub
to serve each group. These Cubs
will serve only that group except
in case of shines and having
candy. The initiation will begin
at 8:00 a. m. Monday morning
and will last through Friday
night.
All Clemson students, undergraduate and graduate, faculty,
staff, and employees are eligible to participate in any and
The Block "C" has several proall activities with the following exceptions:
jects scheduled for the current
(a) Varsity letter-winners at Clemson or any other lour year
semester. Among these will be
college are permanently ineligible to participate in the
the selling of programs at the
sport or associated sport in which they earned their
letter.
(b) Professional athletes are permanently ineligible in the
sport or associated sport in which they are considered
professional.
(a) Students dropping from Clemson varsity and freshman
intercollegiate athletic squads after the first scheduled
game shall be ineligible during that particular intraBy MIKE COSTAS
mural sport's season.
(b) Clemson freshman and varsity athletes are ineligible for
Tiger Sports Writer
intramural sports after the first scheduled game and
Football intramural action for the Country Gentleuntil the last scheduled game.
men has already gotten under way with a total of thirtyNo intramural sports team may play more than three Clemson freshman or varsity athletes during any one contest.
one teams taking a vital part. This year there will be
An athlete is defined as:
four different tournaments; they will be called the
(a) A member of a Clemson freshman or varsity intercolleorange, the purple, the white and the blues; instead of
giate team at.the conclusion of its last season or off seathe first, second or third as they were called last year.
son practice session.
(b) A holder of an athletic scholarship.
There will be one tournament
(c) A professional athlete.
with ten teams in it; while the or on the lighted field behind the
4. No person can legally perform for two different teams during
other three tournaments will have
any one intramural sport's season. Responsibility for such
-nly seven teams each in them.
The gridiron has already seen
violation rests with second team.
The final intramural team that intramural action by four of the
Every participant must perform under his own name. Aswins the championship will re- participating teams. Barnwell
suming a name or another's identity is sufficient grounds
ceive fifteen engraved trophies for County got off to a good headfor protest.
Us team members. These games way with a 25-0 tally over the
Protesting teams must file their protest with the Intramural
will all take place on the two Horry County team, and C "7"
Director within 48 hours after contest. Officials judgements
fields in front of the field house was the winner in the other
are never considered grounds for protest.
game with the Tiger Staff endOfficials appointed for contest have the authority to forfeit
Freshman Swimmers ing in a final of 18-6 score.
said contest because of imprompt arrival of team or because
There are about sixty-five gamof unsportsmanlike conduct.
left to be played in the season,
Protesting participant eligiblity is not considered unsportsExpect To Improve es
and six play-offs to decide the finmanlike. The intramural department investigates such matal intramural champions. Each
With Larger Squad team will have at least two times ters only on notice of appeal.
"The best crop of freshmen that to take to the field before the fiI have seen in the past seven nals approach.
A bulletin board has been
years," is Coach McHugh's stateConference
Total
ment about his freshmen swim- placed in the hall to the post
Team
W
L
Pet.
L
Pet.
w
office,
and
an
advance
schedule
ming team. About forty frosh
have turned out to the pool to ' for each week will be placed on Clemson
2 0 1.000
2 0 1.000
it every Monday morning.
taken part in the aquatic sport.
South Carolina
1 0 1.000
2 0 1.000
H anyone should happen to take
1 0 1.000
1 1
.500
Last Tuesday was the first a jersey to their room with them, Maryland
day for the frosh tankers, and it is the responsibility of the Wake Forest
0 0 .000
2 0 1.000
some of the men who came team's captain that the jersey is N. C. State
0 0 .000
1 0 1.000
under the watchful eye of Coach returned, or that the player reNorth
Carolina
0 1
.000
0 2 .000
McHugh were Blackburn, Crow turns it himself at the first opVirginia
0 1
.000
0 2 .000
Grant, Estes, Hendrix, Good- portunity.
son, James, Smith and StucDuke
0 1
.000
0 2 .000
Intramural swimming will be
key. There are many boys out
for the team, and he could off to its first splash this Monday night at 8 p.m. All of the
not watch them all, but he feels
aquatic action will take place in
that the rest would progress
the "Y" pool, and all Clemson
in time. He also feels that they
men who wish to enter the comare all above avearge swimpetition should be at the pool
Oct. 3—Georgia Tech at Atlanta
mers, and is very exuberant
..2:00 p.m.
Monday night with their bathabout the whole outlook.
ing suits and towel to be ready
Oct. 10—N. C. State at Clemson (Band Day) _.2:00 p.m.
All next week will be taken up for action.
There will be six events this Oct. 22—South Carolina at Columbia
with exercises on the field. The
2:00 p.m.
following week will begin with year, and Coach McHugh and his
8:00 p.m.
work outs in the "Y" pool to im- varsity players will assist those Oct. 31—Rice at Houston
prove on their strokes and any who have an interest. The forty,
one hundred, and two hundred Nov. 7—Duke at Clemson (Dad's Day)
2:00 p.m.
other of their difficulties.
yards free-style, forty yarls butTheir possible first meet may terfly breast stroke, sixty yards Nov. 14—Maryland at Clemson
I be with Davidson of the Southern in the breast, and sixty yards in
(Homecoming) ;
2:00 p.m.
Conference, if they have a fresh- the back stroke are the events for
men team this year — this would the competition this year.
Nov. 21—Wake Forest at Clemson
be about December 3. Another
Coaches Wilhem, Longshore,
(Youth-IPTAY Day) .....
_2:00 p.m.
possible meet will be at Colum- and Edel will meet at the field
bia with the Baby Birds, if they house in room 203 Monday to Nov. 28—Furman at Greenville _
..2:00 p.m.
have enough to swim. Arrange- talk with and explain the intraments are usually made for the mural tennis rules to all interfrosh to swim where ever the ested men who wish to enter.
FRESHMEN
I varsity team is having a meet. Again this year the intramural
tennis action will be seen on the Sept. 25—Wake Forest at Winston-Salem
.2:00 p.m.
There are only two at prevarsity courts.
sent making dives for the Cub
2:00 p.m.
Intramurals have been improv- Oct. 2—Georgia at Clemson
tankers, and Coach McHugh ed at Clemson in the past two
feels that there are still some years, and as it shapes up now Oct. 21—South Carolina at Columbia
8:00 p.m.
freshmen who should come down this could very well be the best
2:00 p.m.
and try diving or swimming for year in the history of the school. Oct. 30—Georgia Tech at Clemson
the Baby Bengals. The team Is There will be at least one field of
2:00 p.m.
just getting formed, so there is interest for any man at Clemson, Nov. 6—N. C. State at Raleigh
still time to get out and work so let's all get out and take some
for Clemson.
part in intramurals.
Some sixteen Cubs will go
through initiation next week before being admitted into Clemson's Block "C" Club. The initiants will have lettered in spring
sports including baseball, tennis,
track and golf.
Notices were sent to Cubs last
week and the first meeting of
the present semester was held
last week. Several changes were
decided in the scheduled initiation as compared to that of fee
past.
The initiation will schedule only
two days of paddling Cubs rather than the entire week as was
done in previous years. However, if the conduct of Cubs is not
becoming in a members opinion
this idea may be changed. These
specified days will be Monday
and Friday.
Bugs will be expected to carry
cigar boxes of candy, cigarettes,
etc; their paddles and the Black
"C" around their necks. Also,
Cubs will be required to carry

Intramural
Rules Of Participation

Student Athletics
Begin As Scheduled

ACC STANDINGS

Follow The Tigers

h

ABBEVILLE, S. C.

No game in the history of
Tech - Clemson encounters has
probably held as much prestige
as the oncoming battle. Both
teams are ranked in the top ten
nationally; both are currently
on the list of the unbeaten, and
the winner will definitely be in
the eyes of bowl committees.
Coach Bobby Dodd has already
run his team through two rough
tests with the Jackets coming out
on top in each. Tech took a hard
earned 14-12 victory over a stiff
Kentucky eleven in their opener
and then toppled one of the nations best, Southern Methodist,
16-12 at Grant Field last week.
Tech will once again have the
home field advantage, which
probably means more to them
than any other team in.the country. It has been said the Yellow
Jackets are two touchdows better
at Grant Field than on the road,
a statement which has .been backed up through the years with
considerable accuracy.
, Should Be Improved
The Tech offense and defense,
built around center Maxie Baugman and halfback Floyd FaUcette, should be improved over
last year's squad. Baugman is one
of the finest centers in the country and was a strong all-America
pick. Faucette returned from last
year with a 5.7 yd. per carry
rushing average.
Another one of Tech's outstanding players is quarterback
Fred Braselton who equally
matched SMU's ail-American,
Don Merideth, in last week's
game. Other reserves at the signal position will be Marv Tibbets and Walt Howard.
Faucette's halfback partner
will be reliable Frank Nix, and
they should get help from sophomores Chick Granding, Kenny Thompson, Johnny Tomlinson and Billy Williamson. The
fullback position will be led by
Lee Reid and Taz Anderson.
Overall, the Yellow Jackets
will probably have as fast a team
as any that Clemson will 'face
this year. Tech's offense is a wide
open type of football based primarily on speed and is capable
hitting at any moment. As was
seen in the 13 to 0 win by Tech
over the Tigers last year, the
Jackets hit on two lightning like

plays both covering some 40
yards.
Must Be At Peak
The Tigers must be at their
peak when they tackle Tech, not
only for bowl recognition but also to give them their first victory
over a Tech team since 1945.
Clemson's ever powerful Tigers
should be at top strength for what
poses to be their toughest meeting of the season. All players that
were hurt during the past two
games are expected to be back in
condition and ready to start.
Handicapped By Injuries
Last year Clemson was considerably handicapped with both of
their top quarterbacks sidelined
with serious injuries. Also several linemen were handicapped and
the Tigs, as a result, were far
from being near top condition.
Both Harold and Dave Olson,
injured against Virginia, win be
back in the lineup along with fullback Doug Cline, who suffered a
serious shoulder bruise. Larry
Wagner, who sat out the entire
last game due'to- injuries, will be
back in the starting unit. End
Gary Barnes and tackle Lou Cordileone were released early this
week from the infirmary after being confined with the flu.
Clemson's backfield will be
led by quarterback Harvey
White, halfbacks George TJsry
and Bill Mathis and fullback
Doug Cline. Heading the starting line will be ends Barnes and
Sam Anderson; tackles, Olson
and Cordileone; guards, Wagner and Dave Lynn; and center
Paul Snyder.
For several of the Tigers this
game will be the big one. Some
thirteen varsity players come
from the state of Georgia, and
most of them claim that this is
the game they want to win more
than any other.
Both teams have been picked
to win the contest but the highest given any side has been two
and one. half points. From the
general outlook the clash appears
to be a definite toss up and may
very well be decided on breaks.
On thing can be promised, the
45,000 expected fans will be entertained in probably one of the
most important games of the 1959
football season.

Baby Bengals Crush Deacon Frosh
As McGuirt And Anderson Lead Way
Big Bill McGuirt and Joe An- ]
derson led the Clemson freshmen
to a 36-0 romping over the Wake
Forest frosh, last Friday, in the
season's opener for both squads,
at Bowman Gray Stadium in Winston Salem.
Mickey Blanchett was the workhorse of the team, carrying the
pigskin 17 times for a total of
51 yards. The speedy halfback averaged 3.0 yards per carry, while
the other halfback, Billy Matthews averaged 7.0 yards per carry, ninning the ball 3 times.
It was Anderson's sharp arm
that led the kittens in their extra
points attempts, throwing threetwo pointers. Anderson also led
the team to four touchdowns as
the field general. Quarterback Anderson scored one of the TDs, on
a one yard plunge.
McGuirt, the powerful 195 pound
fullback;, accounted for 81 of Clemson's rushing yardage. The outstanding
back of
last year's
Shrine Bowl, tallied the first of
the five scores for the frosh.

& Swingline

Stapler no

bigger than a
I Back of gum!
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Last Week

Stepp __,.
Miller
Rums
Dempsey
Anderson
Stephens
Cnstas
Pighead

By JIM STEPP
Tiger Sports Writer
Co-Captain and first unit center Paul Snyder has
played decisive roles in the Bengals victories over the
UNC Tar Heels and the Cavaliers of the University of
Virginia. Snyder, a very versatile player, can play offense or defense equally well.
Snyder came to Clemson after
graduation from Massmutton Mili- gal center finds with Clemson
tary Academy in Woodstock, Vir- is the lack of a physical eduginia. While attending Massmut- cational program. He feels that
ton, Paul played tackle and he all students should be able to
was named to the All Virginia Mil- take a physical education course
during their stay at Clemson.
itary Team.
After graduation, Paul plans to
Before going to prep school,
Paul was an all-around athlete take a high school coaching posiat William Penn High School in tion. He will probably teach sciNew Castle, Delaware. He was ence in addition to the coaching
on the All-State Team for three job. One of his highest ambitions
years and in his senior year Paul is to win his first game as a high
won the
Outstanding
Athlete school coach.
At the present time, his social
Award. He was also active in basketball and track. In the latter, life is centered around Florence
Paul holds the school record in Samuels, a medical secretary in
Pennsylvania. According to Paul,
the shotput and javelin.
"Marriage plans at the present
The Tiger center is likewise a
time are indefinite."
versatile athlete here at Clemson.
The Tig lineman believes that
Besides holding down the center the Bengals will be able to take'
1
slot in the Bengal forwall, he is the upcoming opponents success- ,
also active in track. Last year at fully. "The second unit was parthe ACC track meet, Paul set a tially untried, but after their fine
new conference record in the jave- play against North Carolina and
lin throw.
Virginia, I think we have two

' Save Yourself Money!

■SOOOsttpHsl

15-19
'' _ .. 15-19
14-19
14-19
13-19
13-19
7-19
Total
. ... 30-37
.. _
29-37
28-37
28-37
26-37
14-19
14-19
16-37

Captain Paul Snyder
Plays Decisive Role

Paul became discouraged
in units that can match any team
football his sophomore year, but we meet." This is Paul's outlook
he decided to stick it out. As a for the remainder of the season.
result, he has become one of the The Tiger center has one goal
Wake Forest could only drive outstanding centers in the Atlan- for the rest of the season; "I
would like another chance at Candown to the 12: yard line of Clem- tic Coast Conference.
son, for their only threat of the
The main fault that the Ben- non and company."
day. This took place late in the
second quarter. The Deacons were
led by Ronald Kadon, Howard
Barnhardt, and Donnie Frederick.
Fullback Kadon was the leading
ground gainer for Wake Forest,
ORDER YOUR MAGAZINES AT THE
coupling 33 yards.
LOW STUDENT RATES!
The Tigers racked up 256 yards
on the ground, and 61 yards in
-$3.50
PLAYBOY (Nov.-June) 43c a copy
the air. Clemson had 20 > first
. 5.00
PLAYBOY
(1
yr.)
40c
a
copy
downs exactly doubling what the
. 9.00
opponents had. Wake Forest only
PLAYBOY (2 yr.) 36c a copy
had 119 yards on the ground and
. 1.97
TIME (27 wks.) 7 l-2c a copy
_
46 yards through the airways.

Tally For We Pick 'Em
Miller '
Dempsey _
Stephens
Burns
Anderson
Pighead

Center and Co-Captam Paul Snyder will lead the Clemson
Tiger forward will fn the all important fame with Georgia
Tech this weekend. An overflow crowd is already promised
for the game which will pit two of the nation's top teams
against each other.

SWrtNGMNE-TOr
Millions now in we. Uncomfitionafiy guaranteed. Makes book
coven, fastens papers, arts and
crafts, mends, tacfe, ttcAyaOac4e at vow college bookstore.
SWMGtME
-C<*" Stoptw $1Jfr

tone «$t*No cm. new tew; »*. *.

Compliments

PETE'S NO. 5
Intersection Shockley Ferry Road and 29
By-Pass, Anderson, S. C.

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

-TIGER TAVERNLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

- 3.87
TIME (1 yr.) 7c a copy
. 7.00
TIME (2 yr.) 7c a copy
.. 2.50
NEWSWEEK (34 wks.) 7c a copy
. 3.50
NEWSWEEK (1 yr. 6c a copy
US NEWS & WORLD REPORT
.. 3.67
(39 wks.) 9c a copy
. 7.50
FORTUNE (1 yr.) 62c a copy
. 1.91
LIFE (21 wks.) 9c a copy
. 3.00
LIFE (8 mos.) 9c a copy
. 4.00
LIFE (1 yr.) 7 l-2c a copy
.
7.00
LIFE (2 yr.) 7c a copy
LOOK (1 yr.) 13c a copy
3.50
SATURDAY EVE. POST (39 wks.) 10c a copy .„ 3.90
READER'S DIGEST (1 yr.) 25c a copy
3.00
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (17 wks.) 9c a copy _ 1.50
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (6 mos.) 10c a copy _ 2.50
4.00
SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (1 yr.) 7c a copy
3.00
ESQUIRE (8 mos.) 37c a copy .
3.00
ATLANTIC MONTHLY (8 mos.) 37c a copy
3.00
THE NEW YORKER (8 mos.) 9c a eppy
4.50
HARPER'S (1 yr.) 37c a copy
3.88
SATURDAY REVIEW (1 yr.) 7c a copy .
3.27
THE REPORTER (10 mos.) 33c a copy
3.50
HOLIDAY (9 mos.) 39c a copy
AMERICAN HOME (9 mos.) "25c a copy
2.25
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL (9 mos.) 28c a copy 2.50
5.00
VOGUE (1 yr.) 25c a copy
3.50
HOUSE & GARDEN (1 yr.) 29c a copy .
2.50
GLAMOUR (1 yr.) 21c a copy
3.00
HARPER'S BAZAAR (1 yr.) 25c a copy
3.98
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING (2 yr.) 17c a copy
6.00
HOUSE BEAUTIFUL (2 yr.) 25c a copy
5.85
TV GUIDE (66 wks.) 9c a copy
1.00
GOLF DIGEST (5 mos.) 20c a copy
2.00
EBONY (1 yr.) 16c a copy
POPULAR MECHANICS (20 mos.) 15c a copy... 2.98
2.98
SPORTS AFIELD (20 mos.) 15c a copy ,
2.98
SCIENCE DIGEST (20 mos.) 15c a copy

Students' Subscription Service
2133 Norwood St.

• FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Clemson-Seneca

• SANDWICHES

• NEWSSTAND ,

Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Please Send The Above Underlined Magazines To:
Name

!

Address
City
University or College-

LARGEST STOCK FOR A TOWN THIS SIZE ANYWHERE

NOAHS ARK

By BOB BURNS
Tiger Co-Sports Editor
Two of the nations top gridiron powers will match
talents this weekend when Clemson's 6th ranked Tigers
tackle Georgia Tech's 7th ranked Yellow Jacketst in At<lanta's famous Grant Field. A capacity crowd is already
promised for the 2:00 p.m. kickoff as all tickets were sold
out several weeks ago.

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.

OLD BOOKS-

Tig Center Set For Tech

Zone

StateClass Of_

□ Payment enclosed, send me FREE pen
□ Bill me

Q Renewal
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Clemson's Head Majorette
^i *"*"'

mc*
Question Of TV For Big Thursday
Many students have been concerned with the possibility that the Big Thursday game might be televised.
As of now the chances are dim that there might be a
telecast because the University of South Carolina has
not agreed.
Mr. R. M. Cooper, past chairman of the board
of trustees of Clemson, asked Dr. Edwards to suggest this possibility of televising the game as a public service for all South Carolinians.
Dr. Edwards has since contacted the University and
pledged his cooperation in helping to put the game on.
The president and Dr. Sumwalt, president of Carolina,
have been carrying on friendly negotiations for the past
couple of months. Dr. Edwards is in favor of telecasting
the game because he believes it would be an opportunity
to hold a pre-game program discussing the major edu-

ward's idea would accomplish much.
The University does not favor televising the
game because of many obligations they had previously made. Since it is the University's home
game, their decision has been considered final.
This corner believes the game should be televised
because of the fact that many South Carolinains could
not get tickets to the game. Such a program would certainly help relations between the two state institutions.

Pretty Nancy Thornton will head Clemson's majorettes for
the current year. Nancy, who Is ft sophomore from Seneca,
is well known for acrobatics as well as baton twirling and
strutting. (Tiger photo by Clayton Cox.)

Mathis Heads Rushing
After Virginia Game

By MIKE COSTAS
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson Tigers are way out in front of their
opposition in the statistics wise part of the game in their
Tigs Face Tech In Crucial Tilt
Clemson's Tigers play what might well be the most first two winning tallies. The Bengals fall short in only
important game of their schedule tomorrow at Grant punting and passing, but they well make up for it in
Field in Atlanta. Going into the game the Tigers are rushing and scoring,
The leading arm man for the gotten one away for twenty-nine
rated sixth in the AP poll and Tech is rated one notch
Tigers is quarterback Shingler yards, and Morgan and Ron
lower in seventh. A victory for the Tigs on Tech's home with 133 yards in twelve attempts, Scrudato hvae each returned
field would certainly impress the football world. The and he has completed six of them. one for twenty yards.
Engineers are considered to be one or two touchdowns Harvey White is next with 107
The only man on the Tiger
yards for seven out of fourteen team to intercept a pass is Bob
better when they play at home. We belive the Tigers
tries.
Morgan; while the opposition has
will go all the way if they can just get by Tech.
The leading receiver for the snagged three of our intended
The Tech-Clemson clash is rated high among Clemtough Tigers is right end King passes.
son players on their most wanted list because many of with two caught for a total of
Mathis, at left half, is the
them are from the Peach State. Bill Mathis, George sixty-one yards. Bill Mathis has
leading rusher for the Bengals
Usry and Harold Olson from the first unit are from snagged one for a fifty-four
with 126 yards in eighteen atyard touchdown play, and Bost
tempts, and he has lost only
Georgia. Last week Mathis stated that he wanted to win
at left end is the next big
two -yards in all of his carries.
the Tech game more than any game on the schedule.
catcher with a total of twentyHal Knott, in the fullback posiIn all there are fourteen players on the Clemson eight yards. "Pogo'* Usry in
tion, has the best average after
roster from Georgia, seven of them from Atlanta, the the backfield has snared one for
one game of action with 11.5
twenty-five yards.
yards in four attempts. Usry
home of Tech. The desire of these boys to win at home
and Cline are the next big bulShingler
again
leads
the
Tiger
will be great, and we foresee a Tiger victory by a 20 to
team in punting in getting away lers for the team with ninety12 score. We believe the Clemson line will completely
six for a total of 192 yards. Full- four and ninety-three yards, reoutplay the Yellow Jacket forward wall, and that the back, Doug Cline has put three in spectively.
Tigers will score early in the game, just as they did in the air for a tally of ninety-three
yards.
their first two games.
„
The punt returning is led by
Support Has Been Unusually Good
Usry with two returns for twentyTo really be great a football team must have
six yards, and he is followed very
great supporters. Thus far this year, the support by
closely by Bob Morgan and Bill
Mathis with 11.6 and 11.5 yards
the student body has been sensational, and this
average, respectively. The out; weekend the Tigers need you more than ever as
standing return is by right guard
they meet Georgia Tech in this all important game.
Dave Lynn, who got away for
thirty yards.
If the Tigers win this one they will have taken a major step towards another bowl. Be in Atlanta and
give your heartiest support to those Tigers!

Playing Field
1. The playing field shall be a
rectangle 80 by 45 yards plus 10
yard end zones. Lone exception is
the lighted field.
2. The field is divided into 20
yard zones.
Players and Equipment
1. Nine players shall constitute
a team. A team may play with
7 or 8 but cannot ask opponent to
do same.
2. At least 5 players must be on
line of scrimmage ie. not more
than one yard behind ball.
3. Spiked or cleated shoes of
any kind are not allowed. Players are advised not to play barefoot for their own safety.
4. No pads or other equipment
deemed dangerous shall be allowed.

By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Co-Sports Editor

cational problems in our state.
This discussion could be held jointly with officials
from both schools taking part. The television audience
would be tremendous, and it is our belief that Dr. Ed-

Set For Student Football

New

Mathis is the lead man in the
tally box for the Clemsonites with
twenty points for TD's. Cline,
White, King, Bost, Knott, Wilson, and Usry have each scored
one TD play for the Bengals.

The number one offensive man
for the terrible Tigers is Shingler
with 136 yards, and hot on his
heels is Mathis with a total of 124
yards. White and Cline are next
Mathis has returned one kick- with ninety-three yards each, and
off for thirty-six yards, Usry has Usry follows them by seven
yards.

Tigs Rout Cavaliers With
Mighty Offensive Show
By BUDDY PUTMAN
bles set up the next two TigTiger Sports Writer
er scores as Sam Anderson
Striking with a high-powered ground attack and an and Tommy King recovered
aerial display filled with home run passes, Clemson's for the Tigers.
Tigers left little doubt of the national rank they hold as
Clemson again was up to par
they crushed a shy Virginia 47-0. This ACC victory put with its defensive tatics on the
the Tigers all alone at the top of the conference stand- ground as they held Virginia to
a net of 12 yards rushing, but
ings with a 2-0 record.
the Cavaliers completed 19 of 31
down
by
way
of
a
penalty
and
Clemson using their one-two
pass attempts for 158 yards.
quarterback punch of Harvey another on a fumble.
Many of these completions were
This seemed to be the only for very short gains but the fact
White and- Lowndes Shingler
passed more than usual and time Virginia was really in the remains that they were completalong with third-string Don game as they drove to the Tig- ed.
Heilig completed 9 of 18 at- ers 18 on four pass plays with . To point out one outstanding
tempts for 224 yards. Three of Arnold Dempsey doing the toss- player for the game would be
these were long distance passes ing. This was as close as the hard to do as all the Tiges were
Cavaliers got as Jimmy King playing good football. Doug Cline
for touchdowns.
broke through to throw a Vir- could be singled out for his outThe Tigers used 36 of the 39
ginia ball carrier for a 12 yard standing blocking as he continuplayers brought up by
Coach
loss, and Shingler broke up a ally led the way for "Pogo" and
Howard and thirteen backs had
pass at the five as the half end- Bill Mathis.
some part in piling up the 474
ed.
Dave Lynn, Dave Olson, Samyards total offense. Clemson's
Clemson was not to be held my Crout at guards; Lou Corsecond unit proved that they
could move the ball as they scor- back the second half as they dileone, Ronnie Osborne, Harold
ed three of the touchdowns. Even flouted the Cavaliers with a Olson, and Jimmy King at tackle;
the third unit had a hand in the massive ground attack mixed Paul Snyder and Jack Veronee
scoring as Hal Knott scored the with aerial tatlcs that account- at center, all of these had a
last touchdown from two yards ed for 27 points. Doug Cline hand in the Tiger's victory. The
out after he had streaked 40 started things off with a bang third unit also saw quite a bit
as he raced 45 yards for the of action and five of the six ends
yards down the sidelines.
first touchdown of the second used were in on the pass receivWith only 13,000 fans in Scott half and he then booted the ing.
Stadium to greet them, the Tig- extra point. Two Cavalier fumThe Tigers of Clemson playera wasted no time in proving
how powerful they were as they
had a touchdown in three plays.
Bill Mathis took a screen pass
from Harvey White and behind
beautiful blocking scampered all
the way for a 54 yard scoring
play. Doug Cline added another
point as his kick split the goalpost.
Clemson scored again eight
minutes later as Lowndes Shingler found soph Ed Bost all alone
down the middle and the Tigers
were ahead 13-0 and Shingler
207 N. MAIN ST.
made it 14-0 as his placement
was good.
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
The Tigers then entered an uncanny second quarter as they
saw two touchdowns slip out of
"VARSITY TOWN CLOTHES"
reach. During this quarter nothing seemed to go right for
the Tigers as they lost one touch-

CORRECT ATTIRE
from:

DAVENPORT'S

The opposition for the Tigers
in the last two games have out
passed the Tigers with 313
yards, while we have gotten 259
yards through the air lanes.
The Bengals are behind in
punting; the adversaries have
ed as was expected and this
rout should prove to the experts that the win over UNC
was no fluke. The Tigers meet
the Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech this week and this
is one victory the Tigers need
so lets give them the support
a nationally ranked team deserves.

The Game
1. The game shall consist of two
15 minute halves.
2. Captain winning toss shall
have choice of goals or putting
ball into play from scrimmage on
20 yard line.
3. Teams change goals for 2nd
half.
4. Half-time intermission shall
be 5 minutes.
5. Three timeouts allowed each
team. One
extra is allowed in
case of Montana playoff.
Substitutions
1. One substitute may enter between plays provided ball is dead.
2. Any number of substitutes
may enter during an official timeout.
When the Watch is Stopped
1. The watch is not stopped on
an incompleted pass except during
last two minutes of each half.
2. Watch continues to run at all
other times except for official time
outs, after touchdowns, after outof - bounds kicks, and on penalties.
First Downs
1. When the ball is advanced
from one zone into another and
downed (player being tagged), a
first down is declared. The yardage required for a first down

shall never be more than 20 yards
(except for reason of a penalty)
and may be as little as one foot
2. Pour downs are allowed a
team to move the ball into the
next zone.
•Scoring
1. The only points scored are 6
points for a touchdown and 1 for
extra point (from 2 yard line). A
safety is 2 points resulting from
the ball carrier being tagged behind his goal or a snap from center going out of end zone.
2. Place kicks for extra points
or for kick offs are prohibited.
The Montana Playoff
1. At the end of 30 minutes of
play if the score is tied the game
is decided thru a Montana playoff.
2. Another toss gives winner
choice of being offensive or defensive team first.
3. The offensive team puts ball
into play from scrimmage at midfield.
4. Pour downs are allowed each
team unless an interception occurs which ends that team's series of downs.
5. The team first on offense
moves ball as far as possible into
defensive team's territory.' When
four downs are used defensive
team becomes offensive and must
move ball back across mid-field to
become winner.
6. If team first
on offensive
scores touchdown, game is over.
7. All scores count one point
during Montana playoff in advancing ball fartherest, touchdown and
safety.
Touching Instead of Tackling
1. A ball carrier is downed only
when touched by hand above the
beltline. One hand is sufficient.
2. Tackling, shoving, and tagging unecessary hard are considered roughness. Penalty is 15
yards.
Blocking
1. Body contact blocking is permissable only on line of scrimmage. Elsewhere screening is
permissable but body contact constitutes roughness.
2. Blocking on line of scrim-

Cross-Country Team
To Open Against UNC
Friday afternoon at 2 PM the
Clemson Cross Country
track
team opens its season against
the University of North Carolina.
The team is composed of Veterans
Jim Morehead, John Dunkelburg,
Quincy Newman and Bob Ervin.
Newcomers include John Cobey,
J. W. Mathias and Laddy Stover.

3.1 mile Clemson course. The Tarheels will be led by such stalwarts as Coyles Liiphert, who is
their number one runner.

Each runner will be out to better his own time as well as to
help his team win. Scoring in the
cross country meet is based on
a low point method. The team
The Tigers will pit this team accumulating the least number of
against a fine UNC team in the points wins the meet. The 1st
place winner receives one point,
booted for 574 yards and the the 2nd place man gets two and
Tigers have gotten 310 yards by continues through the first five
places with the fifth man getting
the toe. The team has returned
five.
on the kickoffs for 111 yards, but
Clemson's next cross counthe opposition is again ahead
with 190 yards, but they have try meet will be held Oct. 13
at Clemson against Georgia Tech.
had so many more attempts at The Tigers will then follow a
kickoff returns.
regular schedule through Nov. 16
at which time the ACC meet will
The big Bengals are way out in
be held at Durham.
front on the tallies with sixtyseven, while UNC is the only
team to mark up against the Tigers with eighteen points. The
opposition has returned one punt
for three yards, and the Tigers
have mauled them for 126 yards.
College Avenue
The tough Tigers have out rushRECORDS,
SCHOOL
ed the other two teams by 289
SUPPLIES, HOBBY KITE
yards, and have 235 yards better
GREETING CARDS,
on total offense over all of their
opponents put together. If the
LAMPS, CANDY
Bengals continue their victory
Kernel Fresh
march as they have so far, they
PEANUTS
can well deserve the title of the
Cooked In Store
best team in the nation.

HARPER
5 & 10c Store

mage must be done with hands
and arms against body.
3. Defensive linemen may use
hands to ward off blocks. Hands
on face or use of fists constitute
roughness.
Formations
1. All formations are legal as
long as five or more players are
on line of scrimmage. Sleeping or
lonesome ends must huddle if
there is a huddle before the play.
2. Sleeping ends must be on
their feet and may not use officials or spectators to hide themselves. Penalty for violation is 15
yards.
Passing
1. All players may throw or
catch passes and any number of
forward or backward passes may
be thrown on one down. Ball is
downed at point where incomplete

pass is thrown
except on first
pass in which case the ball returns to the line of scrimmage unless yardage has been gained running.
2. One player can handle ball
any number of times.
S. Two or more players cannot
simultaneously hold ball.
Punting
1. Punting is legal on any down
and does not have to be announced.
2. Punts are down when striking the ground.
3. Blocked punts are down if
they strike the ground.
Fumbles
1. Anytime the ball is fumbled
it is down when it strikes the
ground/Possession is given team
last touching it except on fourth
down and on punts.

Cubs Try For Second
Win Against Georgia
The Clemson Cubs, fresh from a
37 to 0 victory of the Wake Forest Yearlings, will face the Georgia freshmen this afternoon at 2
p.m. in Memorial Stadium. The
Tiger frosh will be led by two
flashy backs, Bill McQuirt and
Joe Anderson.
McQuirt .will start at fullback
and Anderson at quarter. Other
starters for the Cubs will include
Mickey Blanchett and Mack Mathews at the halfbacks, Benny
Brannon and Coleman Glaze at
the flanks and Don Chuy and Jimmy Patterson at the tackles.
Also starting will be Tracy Childers and Clark Gaston at guards
and Fudge Dotherow at center.
The Georgia freshmen are expected to furnish a strong test for
the Cubs because the University
is in a rebuilding process. The
Baby Bulldogs are expected to be

heavier and faster than the Wake
Forest eleven.
Freshmen coaches Goat McMillan and Whitey Jordan stated that
the Cubs are in good physical
shape and should be improved
over last week's performance.

Cotton Wash
TROUSERS

$3.98
Long Sleeve
SPORT SHIRTS

$2.98 - $3.98

Judge Keller

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

OaCanfus

with
MsShuhan

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

FOOTBALL: ITS CAUSE AND CURE
Next Saturday at the football game while you are sitting in your
ehoice student's seat behind the end zone, won't you give a
thought to Alaric Sigafoos?
Alaric Sigafoos (1868-1934) started life humbly on a farm
near Thud, Kansas. His mother and father, both named Kalph,
were bean-gleaners, and Alaric became a bean-gleaner too. Later
he moved to Oregon and found work with a logging firm as a
stump-thumper. Then he went to North Dakota where he
tended the furnace in a granary (wheat-heater). Then he drifted
to Texas where he tidied up oil fields (pipe-wiper). Then to
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oat-toter). Then
to Long Island where he dressed poultry (duck-plucker). Then
to Alaska where he drove a delivery van for a bakery (breadsledder). Then to Minnesota where he cut up frozen lakes (iceslicer). Then to Nevada where he computed odds in a gambling
house (dice-pricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted eamera
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery
beating pig hides until they were soft and supple (hog-flogger.)
Here he found happiness at last.

THE SHINING TOWER
6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
* FULL MEALS
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
* SANDWICHES
• CURB SERVICE
* REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
Clemson Highway - - Anderson, S. C.

famikkyiM^bfiMtfc

JOIN THE _

200' CLUB
BOWLING 200 OR BETTER
ENTITLES YOU TO
BE A MEMBER
Your trame will be printed in
The Tiger-and enrolled in the
"200"

Club's Membership

Scroll.

TIGER BOWL
College Street
CLEMSON, S. C.

Why, you ask, did he find happiness at last? light a firm and
fragrant Marlboro, taste those better makin's, enjoy feat fitter
that filters like no other filter fitters, possess your souls m sweet
content, cross your little fat legs, and read on.
Next door to Alaric's hog-floggery was an almond grove owned
by a girl named Chimera Emrick. Chimera was pink and white
and marvelously hinged, and Alaric was instantly in love. Each
day he came to the almond grove to woo Chimera, bat she, alas,
stayed cool.
Then one day Alaric got a brilliant idea. It was the day before the annual Omaha Almond Festival. On this day, as everyone knows, all the almond growers m Omaha enter floats in the
big parade. These floats always eonsist of large cardboard almonds hanging from large cardboard almond trees.
Alaric's inspiration was to stitch pieces of pigskin together
and inflate them until they looked Eke big, plump almonds.
"These sure beat skinny old cardboard almonds," said Alarie
to himself. "Tomorrow they wffl surely take first priae for
Chimera and she wiM be mine f
Early the next morning Alarie carried Ms lovely inflated pigskin almonds over to Chimera, b«t she, alas, had run off daring
the night with Walter T. Severidge, her broker. Alaric flew into
such a rage that he started kieking his pigskin almonds all over
the place. And who should be walking by that very instant but
AbnerDoubleday!
Mr. Doubleday had invented basebaH fee day before, and he
was now trying to invent football, bat he was stymied because
he couldn't figure out what land of ball to use. Now, seeing
Alaric kick the pigskin spheroids, his problem was suddenly
solved. "EarekaT he cried and ran to his drawing board and
invented footbal, which was saeh a big success that he was inspired to go on and invent lacrosse, Monopoly, ran sheep ran,
and nylon.
©KeoM^**^.
*
*
•
When you go to next Saturday's game, take along the perfect
football companion—Marlboro Cigarettes or Philip Morris
Cigarettes or new Alpine. Cigarette*—all a delight—cU spootors of this coLuauu
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College Sponsors Mixer For Freshman Class

Khrushchev Leaves Uncertainty Upon Departure;
Lao Army Defeats Communists In Minor Skirmish
By RTJSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Special Features
Act I
Even the mighty winds and torrential rains of the typhoon Vera
that swept through Japan, leaving
a reportedly 1,132 dead; 1,457
missing; 4,668 injured and 927,708
homeless, did not capture headlines from Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev on his departure Sunday.
Typhoon Vera was the fifth to
strike Japan this year and the
worse typhoon in 25 years to batter Japan.
Vera destroyed many public
works and ruined much of the
autumn harvest of rice, fruit and
vegetable crops.

Act II
The enigma of the Russian premier still hangs dead in the air
even after his departure. Was he
sincere in all that he said about
desiring peace? Can he be trusted? Has his view of the United
States and the American people
changed greatly? Was his "bragging" simply to conceal Red
weaknesses?
We believe Mr. Khrushchev
is a great showman and that
even our captalistic Madison
Avenue could hardly have engaged a better public relations
man for the Russians.
We hope that the Soviet boss
was impressed with the fact that
the American people want peace

WSBF Program Schedule
600 On Your Dial

and friendship with all nations.
Only time will tell.
Act ni
The small Royal Lao army has
recaptured a key northern outpost from Communist rebels.
Fierce guerrilla warfare continues on the Lao-North Vietnam
border despite United Nations observers presence in Laos.
The outpost was in the Northwestern tip of the Samneua Province which the Phathet Lao
Communist rebels captured once
in 1957.
Act IV
Secretary of State Christian
Herter stated this week that the
goals set forth in Khrushchev's
disarmament proposal must be
taken seriously. If Khrushchev
will allow inspection teams to
visit the Russian atomic and troop
sites, this may be the greatest
step toward peace in many years.

Oct. 2 thru Oct. 8
SATURDAY

FEIDAT
7:00 am—"Wake up Easy
off
8:55 am—Sign
1
5:00 pm —News
5:05 pm—Swingtime
6:30 pm—Club 600
7:55 pm—News Analysis
S:00 pm—Concert Hall
9:00 pm—Hi-Way Reports
9:15 pm—Stardust
11:00 pm—News
11:05 pm—Night Beat
1:00 am—Sign Off

MONDAY
7:00 am—Wake Dp Easy
8:55 am—Sign Off
5:00 pm—News
S:05 pm—Swingtime
6:30 pm—Club 600
7:55 pm—News Analysis
8:00 pm—Concert Hall
9:00 pmi—Guest Star
9:15 pm—Stardust
11:00 pm—News
11:05 pm—Night Beat
1:00 am—Sign Off

SIJNDAT

pm—Cavalcade of
7:00 am—Wake TJp Easy
8:55 am1—Sign Off
Music
3:00 pm—Allegro
1:00 pm—Pre-Game
Melodies
5:00 pm—Down to Earth
1:45 pm—Clemson at Ga. 5:30 pm—March Time
Down South
4:00 pm—Sign Off
6:00 pm—Spotlight
7:00 pm—Country Style
7:00 pm—Manhattan
7:15 pm1—Country Music
7:30 pm—Pat Boone
Melodies
7:15 pm—Lawrence Welk
7:45 pm—Rork & Roll
7:30 pm—Bandstand
9:00 pm—News
9:00 pm—Serenade in Blue
9:05 pm—Suitcase Spec.
9:15 pnv—Starausi.
11:00 pm>—News
11:00 pm—News
11:05 pm—Sign OH
11:05 pm—Dance Orch.
12:00 pm—Sign Off
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Wake Up Easy
Sign Off
News
Swingtime
Club 600
News Analysis
Concert Hall
Army Bandstand
Stardust
News
Night Beat
Sign Off

Wake Up Easy
Sign Off
Sign Off
News
Swingtime
Club 600
News Analysis
Concert Hall
Stars Defense
Stardust
News
Night Beat
Sign Off

THURSDAY
Wake Up Easy
Sign Off
News
Swingtime
Club 600
News Analysis '
Concert Hall
Pigskin Preview
Stardust
News
Night Beat
Sign Off

Allegro, presented at 3:00 p.m. Sunday, will feature Tchaikovsky's Sleeping Beauty Ballet (complete).

Campus Events
CANTERBURY CLUB ELECTS
'59-'60 STUDENT VESTRY
James Jordan, Buzz Yarborough and George Poxworth,
also elected project chairman,
were elected to the student vestry of the Canterbury club on
Sept. 23.
Last Friday a number of the
Canterbury members went to
Converse College to attend a
dance held by the Converse Canterbury Club.
A special service of Holy Communion each Firady morning at
7:00 will be held especially for
students. There will be coffee and
doughnuts available ater the
service.
The Canterbury Club sponsors
movies every Sunday at 3:00 and
9:00 p.m. at the Clemson Theatre.
The next scheduled movie is
"Middle of the Night" which will
play Sunday Oct. 4. The star of
this movie is Kim Novak.

SENIOR PLATOON URGES
JUNIORS, SENIORS TO JOIN
The Senior Platoon held its first
drill of the year on Monday, Sept.
28. Twenty-nine members were
present.
Aubrey Shirley, leader, asks
that any Junior or Senior interested in drilling with the platoon
contact him in room B-711. No
previous experience is necessary.

I.M.S. SCHEDULES NEXT
MEETING FOR TUESDAY

FRESHMAN
(Continued from Page 1)
Dawlings.
The meeting was held at 7:00
pjn. in the Chemistry Auditorium
with the President of the Student
Body "Booty" Roberts presiding.
He was assisted in counting of
ballots by Frank Sutherland,
chairman of the Elections Committee, Buzzy Elliott, a member
of the Elections committee, and
Frank Esteridge, vice-president
of the Student Body.
Regulations Discussed
After the nominations had been
made and the excess nominees
voted out, a short meeting of the
candidates was held to discuss
rules and regulations pertaining to
posters and expenses for election
campaigns.
The candidates will be allowed
only four posters, a poster being
anything that is taped anywhere,
and a maximum of ten dollars
for campaign expenses. An itemized expense account must be
turned in to Frank Sutherland in
roo mF-413 by 10:00 p.m. on Monday. Representatives will be allowed only two posters.
The election will be held on
Oct. 6, on the Loggia. Polls will
be open from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00
p.m. and from 6:45 to 7:30.
Counting of the votes will begin
immediately after the polls close
and the results will be posted on
the door of the Student Government room as soon as they are
known. They will also be broadcast over WSBF, the Student radio station. Any run-offs will be
held on Thursday, Oct. 8.

Act V
The United Nations General Assembly barred Red China for the
ninth straight year. Look for Red
leaders, Mao Tze-tung to push
even harder how for Chiang Kaishek's seat in the assembly.

On Sept. 19 while many Clemsonites were enjoying the first taste of Clemson victory for the
season, the freshmen were enjoying a dance. This dance was the first of its kind to be included in the new student orientation; the Jungaleers brought forth with music for the occasion. (Tiger photo by J. W. Beam.)

Newspaper Strives To Represent
Words To The Wise Students' Opinions At All Times

Navy Plans Visit
Clemson Oct. 7

$995.00

Atlanta's Night Spots Offer
Various Music, Atmosphere
By JOHN SNAVELY
Tiger Feature Writer
Since many Clemson students will journey to Atlanta for the Clemson-Tech game, and a large percentage will stay there overnight, they may be interested
to know a few "hot" tips on where to go Friday or Saturday night.
One of the best night spots in acters who can really put it i
out.
Atlanta is The Knotty Pines.
Finally, but not at all least, is
The Pines features a great colThe
Luau, where the food and th«
ored combo named the "Four
Royals." If a fellow likes mu- music has a Hawaiian flavor.
sic to "jump around to" and Don't go to this club unless you
can get a date, this is the have expensive tastes. The Luau«
is located on Peachtree Street,'
place for him to go.
N. E.
The cover charge is $2.50 per
As an added interest, there is ■
couple. Anything may be brought
but "Set-ups." To get to the Pin- a possibility that Tech fraternimay be
having "open
ers, travel south on Moreland ties
Ave. The club is a long way out, house" Saturday night. If the
so don't give up until you find it. fraternity houses are open you
can be sure a goodly amount
For Dixieland Fiends
of entertainment may be found
Now, if you are a lover of that at them.
New Orleans-type Dixieland music, drop by Hank and Jerrys. The Wherever you go, it might be
advisable to pick up an Atlanta
cover charge is $1.00 per person
city map at a service station.
plus a .50 cent corkage charge.
This club is located on Peachtree
Street close to Tech and may be Letters To Tom
easily found by asking someone
for a few directions.
For those who like more conservative-type music try Robinson's Tropical Garden. Robinson's
has a band which plays real good
popular music. This club is on Dear Tom:
We wish to congratulate those
East Paces Ferry Road.
For the benefit of those fel- people who were responsible for
lows liking a "rough" atmos- obtaining the new costume for
phere, they might try Hale's the country gentleman. This imSupper Club near the Capitol provement was direly necessary
building on Memorial or Capi- in order to remove the "hillbilly" atmosphere which has long
tol Avenue.
At this club, music is sup- been unduly associated with Clemplied
by
"Piano Red" and son College in the past. This
"Harmonica Jack", two char- change was brought about by an
editorial suggestion in last year's'
"Tiger."
This group feels that campus
organizations are at a low ebb as
far as cooperation is concerned.
With the Rat Hop quickly ap- It seems that there is too much
proaching, it has been asked that concentration on glorification of
anyone in the Clemson area that
the individual organization and
might be able to accomodate one
or more girls to please contact not enough concentration on the
Mrs. Albert. Her telephone is OL goal of working together toward
a greater Clemson College. After
4-2421, Extension 241.
There are at present no accomo- all a greater Clemson College
dations in any of the hotels or means greater organizations.
motels in the immediate Clemson
(EDITOR'S NOTE: We do
area. This, occurs for many of the not know the origin of this
home games. The dance will be Letter to Tom. Since it is our
October 9 and 10.
policy to run all Letters to
The C. D. A. is very thankful Tom, we run this one in agreefor the response that it received ment with their points.
from the residents of Clemson
who opened their homes to the
students' dates last year. Any
help that can be given this year
will be greatly appreciated.

Gives Praise To ,
Costume Change

Residents Asked
To House Dates

WELCOME TO—

ARNOLD
(Continued from Page 1)
Executive Officer; John N. Sims,
Operations Officer; Robert Odom,
Adjutant Recorder; Donald K.
Watson, Comptroller; Phil Crotwell, Information Services Officer; and R. D. Brewer, Squadron Advisor.

JAKES
BARBER SHOP
DOWNTOWN
in

Clemson, S. C.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

CONTINENTAL

Clemson Theatre
Fri. - Sat.

Interview Schedule

FREE!

Air Force Gives
Post To Cotter

Major James D. Cotter, a native of Chattanooga, was recently
By JOHN SNAVELY
assigned as assistant Professor of
By LARRY EDWARDS
Air Science. He replaced Lt. Col.
Tiger Staff Writer
Student Chaplain
James E. Dugger who transferred
This
year
we
of
The
Tiger
are
carrying
on
a
strenWhile browsing through a book
to Air Research and Development,
lately, I came upon the following uous campaign to back student opinion and ideas. It
Andrews Air Force Base, Md.
prayer:
has always been the policy of The Tiger, as is that of any
Major Cotter graduated from
"Father God. . .may the fluothe University of the South (Serescent lamp be my burning can- college newspaper, to represent the student.
However, in recent years, many,
wanee) in 1941 as a language
dle, the desk, my altar.
students have made derogatory student support; however, we see major. In 1951 he received a
May these days as a student
remarks about the paper, stating the need for improvement. We Master of Arts degree in Edubecome a stewardship of myself.
that it did not represent student would like to transfer most of the cation from the University of
May I give myself to the busopinion.
"no" percentage to "yes" per- California.
iness of scholarship, becoming a
Poll Conducted
centage. How do we propose to
Commissioned in January, 1943,
careful workman for Thee. . . .
he served in England, France and
Grant that I may see as sacri- In order to find out how much do this?
We have already started adver- Germany during World War II
ficial my study, not for my own student support the paper does
glory, but to Thy greater glory. have, a large number of students tising for new staff members. The with a quartermaster truck regiwere interviewed in a cross-sec- door of The Tiger office is al- ment.
I would learn essential things
ways open to students who would
tion poll.
well; I would desire to be of real
like to come up and work with
Accepts Commission
A
proportionate,
number
of
senservice to the world, to see fame
us. We hope that the new staff
In 1947 he accepted a regular
with cool eyes and failure with- iors, juniors, sophomores, and
members obtained will give us a commission with the United States
out fear of reputation. . .May the freshmen were asked the question:
better cross-section of students Air Force.
"Do
you
think
that
The
Tiger,
awareness of debt to parents,
working for the paper.
as
a
paper
in
general,
repreA graduate of the Air Tactical
friends, and society for the cost
As has been said before, School in 1947, Major Cotter servof my education make a humble sents student opinion?"
"Letters to Tom" and "Letters ed as an instructor with the
human of me.
76% Say "Yes"
to the Editor" will be readily Academic Instructor School and
Encourage and refresh me when
The results of the poll: 76 per
I come to think of my work as cent answered "yes;" 24 per cent accepted. Any letter will be the Squadron Officer School in the
boresome, drawn-out, and unpro- answered "no." We Tiger staff printed that does not border on Air University at Maxwell Air
being utterly ridiculous. We Force Base, Alabama.
ductive. Strengthen me, Father,
members were happy to find out think that all will agree that
His most recent assignment
as a faithful student of Thy word,
that we had a high percentage of every campus has its "nut."
before reporting here was that
to answer Thee, for Thou hast
If any person has any campus of Director of the Academic
called me into Thy service as a
news or has any "gripe" about Support Group of the USAF Air
learner."
anything that he reads in The Ground Operations School at
Please read it again, for there
Tiger, we want him to come up Keesler Air Force Base, Missisis something in it for you! In
and tell us about it. We ask the sippi.
the near future, the religious bodMajor Cotter, his wife, the formA Naval Officer Procurement cooperation of you, the students,
ies on campus will be conducting forums and classes that will Team from the U. S. Navy Re- to bring such things to our at- er Ruth Fauconnier of Seattle,
and their two children are now
be designed to give you, a stu- cruiting Station in Columbia, tention.
This year The Tiger will inevi- residing at 238 Riggs Drive in
dent, more and better under- South Carolina, will visit Clemson
standing of yours and others' College on Oct. 7, 1959. This visit, tably contain articles concerning Clemson.
faiths.
a part of the annual fall college controversial issues. These artiTo keep our religion in step visitation program, was announc- cles will logically and realistical- tion of the students.
Cooperate with your college pawith the dynamic advances of our ed recently by Lieutenant Com- ly express the majority of stuage, I urge you to attend these mander L. R. Steinmeyer, USN, dent opinion on the issue or will per, give it your help and supclasses — learn more about the Officer in Charge of the Columbia bring the "pros" and "cons" of port, and it will always be 100
the disputed issue to the atten- per cent with you.
ecumenical movements of our day
Recruiting District.
as well as about your own chosen
The purpose of this visit, acreligion.
Remember. . ."For Thou hast cording to Lieutenant Commandcalled me into Thy service as a er Steinmeyer, will be to acquaint I
learner." Study to show yourself the student body with the various
approved, in all phases of your opportunities offered in the U. S.
life here at Clemson.
Navy. Vacancies exist in all types
of officer programs, particularly
in the Officer Candidate School
Program and the Aviation Officer
(Continued from Page 3)
Candidate Program.
black gives a fresh natural look
The team will be located in the
to the conservative style.
Student
Center Visitors Lounge.
Shirts this year have shortened their collars. The three but- All prospective graduates are inton is still the favorite with al- vited to contact the team for inmost everyone. Tab-collar and pin formation and initial application.
collar run a close second with Information will be furnished to
the traditional Ivy shirt. A fa- all interested students, both men
vorite this year is the three but- and women. Veterans are also
ton slip-over. It has a casual air urged to contact the team for inbesides a clean sharp look. The formation concerning inactive replain collar shirt will be hard serve commissions.
to find on the campus this year.
Ties are due to be much
narrower. They will come in
an almost unlimited range of
colors and patterns. Ties
College Avenue
along with everything else
Phone 2011
accent the slimmer look in
wardrobe for 1960.

Fifty-five members attended
the first meeting of the Industrial Management Society on
(Continued from Page 1)
Sept. 22.
The members of the committee
All student majoring in Industrial Management are invited to are; L. A. Edwards, Superintenattend the next meeting to be dent of Buildings; J. H. Cureton,
held on Tuesday, Oct. 6 at 1 p.m. Campus Marshall; W. T. Cox,
Dean of Student Affairs; R. C.
Assistant Dean of
BIRD CLUB PLANS FIRST Armstrong,
Students; B. D. Cloanger, magFIELD TRIP THIS SUNDAY istrate of the traffic court; and
The Clemson Bird Club will Ronnie Crow and Angus Mchold its first field trip of the year Gregor, representatives of the
on October 4, 1959, at Table Rock Student Body.
State Park. The purpose of this
trip it to observe migrating
hawks; and all persons interested
in bird-watching are invited.
A group will leave at 8:15 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 9
from TlUman Hall on the ClemWarner
Air
Material
Area
Robins A.F.B., Georgia
son College campus. Those wishing to leave later should be at the
Wednesday, Oct. 14
Hemlock Grove picnic area in the Chrysler Corporation
Kentucky Highway Dept.
Park by 1:15 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 16
Georgia Division
NEWMAN CLUB MEETS Lockheed Aircraft ..
The Newman Club will hold its
Tuesday, Oct. 20
first Communion Breakfast of the
The Martin Company
Orlando Division
fall term next Sunday. Breakfast
will be served in Newman Hall
following the 8:30 Mass.
The club announced its full fall
program last week with its varWE WILL MOVE ANY TRAILER
ious committees and their heads.
FROM LOCAL AREA TO PARK
One project that is likely to be
brought up at this week's meetJUST LOOK AT THE
MOBILE HOME
ing is the possibility of planning
ADVANTAGES OF
OUR PARK
a skit for Tigerama.
SPECIAL
• Underground Wiring
It is hoped that all Catholic
1952 1-Bedroom
110-220 volts—No
students will attend the Communvoltage problem.
ion breakfast this Sunday, and
with Bath
9 Large lots—45 feet x
further that all will take acitve
76 feet.
part in this years Newman Club
• Streets—30 feet wide,
work.
graveled, no mud.
• Concrete Patios—8 feet
x 20 feet with walk.
ASA PLANS FOR SOCIAL
0 Grass Lawn.
The Student Chapter of the
• Park lighted all night.
American Society of Agronomy
will start this year's activities
PENDLETON MOBILE HOMES
with a social to be held at the
SALES - SERVICE—Phone Ml 6-2236—MODERN PARK
"Y" Cabin next Tuesday from
PENDLETON, S. C.
GREENVILLE ST.
S p. m. to 8 p. m.

COMMITTEE

Friday, October 2,1959

"But Not
For Me"
CLARK GABLE

Sun. & Mon.

"Middle of The
Night'iii

FREE!

KIM NOVAK

Tues.

"The Mummy
And Curse Of
The Undead"
Wed.
//

Have Rocket,
Will Travel"
THREE STOOGES
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y The best tobacco makes the best smoke I

